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ORDINARY PARTS OF ADMISSIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 
OF p-ADIC REDUCTIVE GROUPS II. 

DERIVED FUNCTORS 

by 

Matthew Emerton 

Abstract. — If G is a connected reductive p-adic group and P is a parabolic subgroup 
of G, then we extend the functor Ordp of ordinary parts to a certain 5-functor, 
which we denote H'Ordp. Using this functor, we compute certain Ext spaces in the 
category of admissible smooth representations of the group GL2(Qp) over a finite 
field of characteristic p. 
Résumé (Parties ordinaires de représentations admissibles de groupes réductifs p-adiques IL 
Foncteurs dérivés) 

Soit G un groupe p-adique, connexe, réductif et P un sous-groupe parabolique de 
G ; nous étendons le foncteur Ordp des parties ordinaires en un certain 5-foncteur, que 
nous notons if*Ordp. En utilisant ce foncteur, nous calculons certains Ext-espaces 
dans la catégorie des représentations lisses admissibles du groupe GL/2(Qp) sur un 
corps fini de caractéristique p. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The goal of this paper, which is a sequel to [10], is to extend the functors of ordinary-
par ts introduced in tha t paper to certain S-functors. On the one hand, the 5-functors 
tha t we construct are easy to compute with in many situations; on the other hand, 
we expect tha t they coincide with the derived functors of the functors of ordinary 
parts . Since the functors of ordinary par ts are right adjoint to the functors given 
by parabolic induction, we expect tha t the (5-functors introduced here will be useful 
in studying homological questions involving parabolically induced representations. 
As some evidence for this, we close the paper by applying them to make some Ext 
calculations in the category of admissible smooth representations of G L ^ Q p ) over a 
finite field of characteristic p. These calculations play a role in the mod p and p-adic 
Langlands programme. (See [6] and [9].) 
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404 M. EMERTON 

To describe our results more precisely, let p be a prime, and A a finite Artinian local 
Zp-algebra of residue characteristic p. Let G be a connected reductive p-adic group, 
and P a parabolic subgroup of G, admit t ing a Levi factorization P = MN. We define 
a 5-functor if* O r d p on the category of admissible smooth G-representations over A, 
taking values in the category of admissible smooth M-representations over A, such 
tha t H°Ordp ^> Ordp (the functor of ordinary par ts defined in [10, Def. 3.1.9]). 
The functors H'Ordp are defined in terms of continuous AT0-cohomology, where NQ 
is a compact open subgroup of N. This continuous cohomology is quite accessible to 
computat ion, and hence so are the functors H*Ordp. For example, one finds tha t 
the functors f P O r d p vanish for i > dim AT, and tha t HdimNOrdp coincides (up to a 
twist) with the Jacquet functor of AT-coinvariants. We conjecture tha t H*Ordp is in 
fact a universal 5-functor, and thus coincides with the derived functors of O r d p . In 
an appendix to this paper [11], joint with V. Paskunas, we verify this conjecture in 
the case when G = GL2(ir) , for any finite extension F of Qp. 

In the case when G = GL2(QP), P is a Borel subgroup of G, and A = k is a 
field of characteristic we explicitly evaluate the functors H'Ordp on all absolutely 
irreducible admissible smooth G-representations over k. As already mentioned, we 
are then able to apply the results of this calculation to compute certain Ext spaces 
in the category of admissible smooth G-representations over k. Some of the Ext 
computat ions tha t we make have also been made by Breuil and Pasktinas [4] and by 
Colmez [6], in bo th cases using different methods. 

1.1. A r r a n g e m e n t of the p a p e r . — Section 2 of the paper is devoted to recalling 
some results about injective objects in certain categories of representations, as well as 
describing the relationship between certain Ext functors and continuous cohomology. 
In Section 3 we define the functors H * O r d p , and develop some of their basic proper
ties. In Section 4 we study the case when G = GL2(QP) and P is a Borel subgroup in 
detail. Some of the more technical aspects of the calculations, which are not directly 
related to the general ideas of the paper, have been placed in an appendix. A sec
ond, separate, appendix, writ ten jointly with V. Paskunas, establishes an important 
homological result which is applied in Section 4. 

1.2. N o t a t i o n a n d t e r m i n o l o g y . — Throughout the paper, we fix a prime p. We 
let Art(Zp) denote the category of Artinian local Zp-algebras having finite residue 
field. All our rings of coefficients will be objects of Art(Zp). 

We freely employ the terminology and notation tha t was introduced in the pa
per [10]. In particular, if V is a representation of a p-adic analytic group G over an 
object A of Art(Zp), then we let V̂ m (resp. Vi.adm) denote the G-subrepresentation of 
V consisting of the smooth (resp. locally admissible) vectors in V (see [10, Defs. 2.2.1, 
2.2.15]). 

A c k n o w l e d g m e n t s . — I would like to thank Pierre Colmez, whose talk at the 
workshop on p-adic representations held in Montreal in September 2005 inspired me 
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to develop the ideas of this paper, and to undertake the calculations of Section 4. I 
would also like to thank Adrian Iovita and Henri Darmon, as well as the Centre de 
Recherches Mathématiques at the University of Montréal, for organizing and hosting 
this wonderful workshop, during which many of the results presented here were first 
worked out. I thank the referee for their careful reading of the paper, which led to 
several corrections and clarifications of the text , and also Florian Herzig, who provided 
several useful corrections to and comments on an earlier version of the paper. Finally, 
I thank Vytas Paskunas for his interest in this work, and for allowing [11] to be 
included as an appendix to this paper. 

2. Inject ive and acycl ic o b j e c t s 

Throughout this section, we let G denote a p-adic analytic group, and A an object 
of Art(Zp). 

2 .1 . Inject ive o b j e c t s . — In this subsection we present some basic results regard
ing the existence and properties of injective objects in various categories of G-repre-
sentations over A. These properties are largely standard, and presumably well-known. 
We recall them here, with proofs, for the sake of completeness. 

2.1.1. Proposition. — Each of the full subcategories Modgn(A) and Mod^adm(A) of 
M o d e (A) has enough infectives. 

Proof. — Certainly the category Mode (A) has enough injectives (since it coincides 
with the category of left modules over the ring A[G]). The functor V i—• Vsm is right 
adjoint to the natural embedding Mod^n(A) Modc(A) . Thus it takes injective 
objects in M o d e (A) to injective objects in Modgn(A). In particular, if V is an object 
of Mod^n(A), and V c—• / an A[G]-linear embedding of V into an injective object 
of Mode;(A), then the induced embedding V «—• 7Sm is an embedding of V into an 
injective object of Modgn(A). The proof in the case of ModLQdm(A) proceeds similarly, 
Using the functor Vl.adm • 

• 
2.1.2. Proposition. — If I is an injective object of Mod^ (A), and H is an open sub
group of G, then I is also injective when regarded as an object of Mods^ {A). 

Proof — The forgetful functor M o d ^ ( A ) -> M o d ^ ( A ) is right adjoint to the ex
act functor V i—> A[G] ®A[H] V- (This functor is naturally isomorphic to compact 
induction, V i—> c—lndff V, and so takes smooth / /-representat ions to smooth G-rep-
resentations.) Thus it takes injectives to injectives. • 

2.1.3. Proposition. — If G is compact, then an inductive limit of injective objects of 
Modgn(^4) is again an injective object of Mod^(A). 
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406 M. EMERTON 

Proof. — Let {Ii} be a directed system of injective object of Modgn(A), let V W 
be an embedding of objects of Mod??1 (A), and suppose given a G-equivariant map 

(2.1.4) V lim 
i 

Ii-

We must show tha t it extends to a map W —> limi^. By the usual argument with 
i 

Zorn's lemma, it suffices to show tha t if w G W, and if we write Wo = A[G]iu, 
then (2.1.4) extends to the G-subrepresentation V+Wo of W. It is evidently equivalent 
to show tha t the restriction to VQ := V p | W o of (2.1.4) extends to Wo. Since G is 
compact and W is smooth, we see tha t Wo, and thus VQ, is finitely generated over A, 
and in particular over the completed group ring A[[G]]. Since A[[G]] is Noetherian [13], 
VQ is in fact finitely presented over A[[G]]. Thus the restriction to VQ of (2.1.4) lifts to 
a map VQ —• Ii for some (sufficiently large) value of i. (See the following lemma.) We 
may then extend this map to Wo, since Ii is injective. Composing such an extension 
with the natural map Ii —> lim Ii, we obtain a G-equivariant map Wo —> lim Ii which 

i i 
extends the restriction to VQ of (2.1.4), as required. • 

The following lemma is a s tandard piece of algebra, whose proof we recall for the 
benefit of the reader. 

2.1.5. Lemma. — Let R be an associate ring with unit, and let M be a finitely pre
sented left R-module. If {N{\ is any directed system of left R-modules, then the natural 
map 

(2.1.6) lim 
i 

RomR(M,Ni) Homfi(M, lim 
i 

Ni) 

is an isomorphism. 

Proof. — Fix a finite presentation Rs —> Rr —> M —> 0 of M. Applying Homfl(- , iV<) 
to this exact sequence, and taking into account the natura l isomorphism 

(2.1.7) Homfl( R,N) N, 

which holds for any i?-module AT, we obtain an exact sequence 

0 KomR(M,Ni) i N S 
i ' 

Passing to the inductive limit over all Ni yields an exact sequence 

0 lim KomR(M,Ni) lim 
i 

1 lim 
i 

N S 
i ' 

Applying HomjR(-, lim Ni) to the presentation of M , and again taking into account 

the natura l isomorphism (2.1.7), we obtain an exact sequence 

0 HomÄ(M, lim 
i 

Ni) (lim 
i 

Ni)r (lim Ni)s. 
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ORDINARY PARTS OF ADMISSIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 407 

The preceding two exact sequences fit into the diagram 

0 lim 
i 

HomR(M,Ni) lim 
i 

N r 
i lim 

% 
A s 

i 

(2.1.6) 

0 H o i W M , lim 
i 

Ni] (lim 
i 

Nir (lim 
df 

Ni)a, 

in which the second and third arrows are clearly isomorphisms. Thus so is the first, 
as claimed. 

2.1.8. Remark. — If the transition maps in the directed system {Ni} are injective, 
then the map (2.1.6) will be an isomorphism provided tha t M is finitely generated. 
One can easily strengthen Lemma 2.1.5 to show tha t (2.1.6) is an isomorphism for 
every directed system {Ni} if and only if M is a finitely presented .R-module. 

2.1.9. Proposition. — IfG is compact, then the category Mod^m( A) has enough injec
tives, and injective objects in this category are also injective in the category Mods™(A). 

Proof. — If V is an admissible smooth G-representation, then its Pontrjagin dual V* 
is a finitely generated A[[G]]-module. Fixing a surjection A[[G]]r —• V*, and dualizing, 
we obtain an embedding V ^fsm(G, A*)r, where A* is the Pontrjagin dual of A, 
thought of as an A-module, and ^sm(G, ^4*) denotes the space of smooth A*-valued 
functions on G (regarded as a smooth admissible G-representation over A via the 
right regular G-action). Since -A[[G]]r is free of finite rank as an A[[G]]-module, one 
easily verifies tha t ^sm(G, A*) is injective in the category Modgn(^4), and so also in 
the category Modg1"1 (A). Thus any object of Mod^m(A) embeds into an injective 
object of Modgim(A) tha t is also injective in Mod^1(A). In particular, Modgim(A) 
has enough injectives. The following lemma then implies tha t every injective object 
of Mod^dm(A) is injective in Modgn(A). • 

2.1.10. Lemma. — Let l and c&' be abelian categories, and let F : l —> c€' be an 
additive functor. Suppose that every object X of ^l admits a monomorphism X c—• J 
for some J such that F(J) is an injective object of c€'. Then if I is any injective 
object o f ^ , l the object F(I) is injective in c€'. 

Proof. — Let I be an injective object of l and choose a monomorphism I <—> J, 
where F(J) is injective in c€'. The injectivity of / in ^ implies tha t this monomor
phism splits, and thus tha t / is a direct summand of J . Consequently, F(I) is a direct 
summand of F(J), and hence is also injective in c€'. • 

2.1.11. Proposition. — If H is a compact subgroup of G, then any injective object of 
Mod^n(A) is also injective as an object of Mod^1 (A) . 

Proof. — Since H is compact, we may find a compact open subgroup G' of G con
taining H. Appealing to Proposition 2.1.2, we see tha t we may replace G by G', and 
thus assume tha t G is also compact. We do so for the remainder of the proof. 
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408 M. EMERTON 

Since G is profinite, we may find a continuous section to the quotient map G —> 
G/H, and thus find an isomorphism of right homogeneous if-spaces G {G/H) x H 
(where the if-act ion on the target is defined via its action on the second factor). Thus 
we obtain an if-equivariant isomorphism 

<Tm(G,A*) tfsm(G/H,A) A ^ s m ( i f , A * ) , 

where A* denotes the Pontrjagin dual of A, though of as an A-module. As we observed 
in the proof of Proposition 2.1.9, <tfsm(H, A*) is injective in Mod^(A) , and thus so is 
<g*m(G/H,A) <8>A tfsm(H, A*), by Proposition 2.1.3. Thus <*fsm(G, A*) is injective in 
Mods^(A). The proof of the preceding proposition shows tha t <^sm(G, A*) in injective 
in Modgn(^4). It follows from Proposition 2.1.3 tha t a direct sum of any number of 
copies of <*fsm(G, A*) is again injective in both Modgn(A) and M o d ^ ( A ) . 

As noted in the proof of the preceding proposition, any admissible smooth repre
sentation admits an embedding into ^ sm(G, A*)r for some r > 0. Since any object of 
Mod^n(A) is an inductive limit of admissible smooth representations (G is compact) , 
any object of Modgn(A) admits an embedding into direct sum of (a possibly infinite 
number of) copies of ^ sm(G, A*). Thus any object of Modgn(A) admits an embedding 
into an injective object of Modgn(A) tha t is also injective in Mod^1(A). It follows 
tha t any injective object of Mods™(A) is also injective as an object of M o d ^ ( ^ 4 ) , by 
Lemma 2.1.10. • 

2.2 . C o n t i n u o u s c o h o m o l o g y as der ived functors . — Since, by Proposi
tion 2.1.1, the category Modgn(A) has enough injectives, we may define the derived 
functors of the functor of G-invariants on Mod^n(A). Of course, these derived func
tors coincide with the Ext functors Ext^(l,-) (computed in Mods™(A), of course), 
where 1 denotes A equipped with the trivial G-action. 

If V is an object of Modgn(A), then we let Hl{G, V) denote the cohomology of G 
computed using continuous cochains taking values in V, where V is equipped with 
its discrete topology. The functors Hl(G,-) form a J-functor on ModgQ(A). (Since 
any surjection of smooth G-representations certainly admits a set-theoretic splitting, 
which is automatically continuous for the discrete topologies on its source and target , 
one sees t ha t a short exact sequence in Modgn(A) gives rise to a corresponding short 
exact sequence of continuous cochain complexes, and hence to a long exact sequence of 
continuous cohomology modules.) Of course for any object V of Modgn(A), we have 
the equalities H°(G, V) = H o r n e d , ^ ) = VG (the space of G-invariants), and so the 
universality of derived functors as J-functors gives rise to a natural transformation of 
(5-functors 

(2.2.1) Ext G a , - ) H'(G,-). 

2.2.2. Proposition. — The natural transformation 

(2.2.3) Ext l 
G %-) H1 (G, -) 

is in fact a natural equivalence. 
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Proof. — For any object V of Modgn(A), the A-module Ext^(l, V) classifies exten
sions of 1 by V in the category Modgn(A), while it is well-known, and easily verified, 
tha t for any object V of Modgn(A), the A-module ifx(G, V) classifies extensions of 
1 by V in the category of Hausdorff topological G-modules over A. The map (2.2.3) 
is then the evident one, which maps an extension in Mod^n(A) to the corresponding 
extension in the category of topological modules (each member of the exact sequence 
being endowed with its discrete topology). This map is easily checked to be injective. 
(Alternatively, this is a general fact from the theory of 5-functors.) Furthermore, any 
Hausdorff topological extension is easily verified to be smooth, and to necessarily be 
equipped with its discrete topology. Thus (2.2.3) is also surjective. This proves the 
proposition. 

2.2.4. Corollary. — The natural transformation Ex tG( l , V) —> ii" (G, V) is injective 
for any object V of Modg" (A) . 

Proof. — It is a general fact from the theory of 5-functors (and is easily verified via 
a dimension-shifting argument) tha t if the map (2.2.1) is an isomorphism in degrees 
i < n, then it is injective in degree i = n + 1. The lemma follows from this together 
with the preceding proposition. • 

Nothing is known (to the author at least) regarding the nature of the map (2.2.1) 
in degrees > 2 in general. The difficulty is tha t if V is an object of Mod™ (A), then 
the natural way to efface the completed cohomology of V is via the map 

(2.2.5) V < T m ( G , n 

where the target is the space of continuous (or equivalently, locally constant) V-valued 
functions on G, equipped with its compact-open topology, and the map sends an 
element v of V to the corresponding orbit function g i—• gv; see e.g. [12, 16]. If 
G is not compact, then the topological G-module ^sm(G, V) is neither discrete nor 
smooth as a G-representation; thus it does not provide an effacement of the completed 
cohomology of V in the category Mod^n(A). On the other hand, if G is compact, 
then ^sm(G, V) is a discrete, smooth G-representation, and so we obtain the following 
well-known result. 

2.2.6. Proposition. — If G is compact, then the natural transformation (2.2.1) is a 
natural equivalence of 8-functors. 

Proof. — The proof is precisely the one sketched above: namely, the reader may 
easily check tha t if V is an object of Modgn(A), regarded as a discrete topological 
G-representation, then <^sm(G, V) is discrete and smooth when equipped with its 
compact-open topology. (The smoothness follows from the fact tha t since G is com
pact and V is discrete, a map from G to V is continuous if and only if it is locally 
constant if and only if it is uniformly locally constant.) The map (2.2.5) then ef
faces the higher continuous cohomology of V [12, §2]. Thus Hl(G,-) is an effaceable 
^-functor, and hence universal; the proposition follows. • 
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410 M. EMERTON 

As a point of terminology, we say tha t an object V of Modgn(A) is G-acyclic if 
HHG, V) vanishes for i > 0. 

3 . T h e 6-functor i J*OrdP 

Throughout this section, we let G denote (the group of Qp-valued points of) a 
connected reductive linear algebraic group over Qp, and let P denote a parabolic 
subgroup of G. We also fix a Levi factorization P = MA/", and let P — MN denote 
an opposite parabolic to P , chosen so tha t P f] P = M. 

Our goal in this section is to define a certain S-functor if* Ordp from the cate
gory of (locally) admissible G-representations to the category of (locally) admissible 
M-representations, for which H°Ordp is naturally isomorphic to the functor Ordp . 
We conjecture tha t i f *Ordp is the universal J-functor extending O r d p (and thus 
coincides with the derived functor of Ordp on the category Mod^adm(A)), although 
we cannot prove this. Nevertheless, i f * O r d p is quite computable in some situations 
(as we will see in the following section), and provides a useful tool for investigating 
homological questions related to the functor O r d p . 

3 . 1 . S o m e proper t i e s of ZM* — We let ZM denote the centre of the Levi factor M 
of P. The group ZM, together with certain of its submonoids, plays an important role 
in the definition of the functor O r d p . In this subsection we establish some structural 
results about ZM and some of its submonoids which we will need to apply later. 

Let Zo denote the maximal compact subgroup of ZM , and let ZQ C ZM denote the 
centre of G. Let ZM denote (the group of Qp-points of) the maximal connected sub
group of (the algebraic group underlying) ZM, SO tha t ZM is (the group of Qp-points 
of) a torus. Let S denote (the group of Qp-points of) the maximal split torus in 
ZM0, and write So Sf]Zo to denote the maximal compact subgroup of 5 , and 
SQ := Sf^Zc to denote the maximal split torus in ZQ. If A denotes the set of posi
tive simple restricted roots appearing in the action of S on the Lie algebra of N, then 
there is a natural embedding 

(3.1.1) S/SQSG ZA 

with finite cokernel, given by z *-> (oidp(a(z)))aeA. (Here ordp denotes the p-adic 
ordinal on Qxp.) Since ZM contains ZM with finite index, while ZM (like any torus) is 
isogenous to the product of a split torus and a compact torus, we see tha t the natura l 
embedding S/SOSQ ^ ZM/ZQZQ has finite cokernel. Thus (noting tha t ZM/ZQZG is 
a finitely generated torsion-free abelian group) the embedding (3.1.1) extends to an 
embedding 

(3.1.2) ZM/ZQZG 
1 
d 

Z 
A 

for an appropriately chosen d > 1. We again denote this embedding 

z (ordp(a(z))) 
aGA 
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ORDINARY PARTS OF ADMISSIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 411 

3.1.3. Lemma. — Let Щ be any compact open subgroup of N. 

1. If z G ZM has the property that ZNQZ 1 C NO, then ordp(a(z)) > 0 for all 
a e A. 

2. An element z G ZM has the property that the conjugates Z1NQZ~1 form a basis 
of neighborhoods of the identity of N if and only if ordp(a(z)) > 0 for alia G A. 

3. There exists C > 0 such that ifze ZM and ordp(a(z)) > C for all a e A , then 
ZNQZ-1 С N0. 

4. The intersection z s.t. all ordp(a(z))<0 
ZNQZ (where, as indicated, the intersection is 

taken over all z G ZM such that ordp(a(z)) < 0 for all a G A) is an open 
subgroup of No-

Proof. — Decompose n as a sum of restricted root spaces n = (BazA^a- Choose a 
bounded Zp-lattice ni C n, write (ni)a := ni fl na for each a G A, and set ti2 := 
© « G A K ) a ; then XI2 is again a bounded Zp-lattice in n. For any z G ZM, it is clear 
tha t the collection {Adz3 (112)}j>o forms a uniformly bounded collection of subsets of 
n (resp. a neighborhood basis of 0 in n) if and only if z G ZM satisfies ovdp(a(z)) > 0 
(resp. > 0) for all a G A, while Hj>o A d ^ (ti2) is open if and only if ordp(a(z)) < 0 for 
all a G A. If Q is any compact open subset of n, then we may find integers i < j such 
tha t plVt C U2 C pi£l. Thus we similarly conclude tha t the collection {Ad^j (fy}j>o 
forms a uniformly bounded collection of subsets of n (resp. a neighborhood basis of 
0 in n) if and only if z G ZM satisfies ordp(a(z)) > 0 (resp. > 0) for all a G A, and 
tha t P|j>o Ad^j(fl) is open if and only if ordp(a(z)) < 0 for all a G A. 

Recall tha t exponentiation provides a canonical identification of n with N. This 
identification is ^M-equivar iant , where ZM acts on n via the adjoint map, and on N 
via conjugation. From the discussion of the preceding paragraph, we conclude tha t 
for any compact open subset ^ of N, the collection {Z^Z~^}J>Q forms a uniformly 
bounded collection of subsets of N (resp. a neighborhood basis of the identity in N) 
if and only if z G ZM satisfies ordp(QJ(Z)) > 0 (resp. > 0) for all a G A, and tha t 
rij>o z ^ z ~ j is open if and only if ordp(a(z)) < 0 for all a G A. The lemma follows 
upon taking \£ to be NQ. • 

This lemma has an evident analogue for subgroups of N, which we now state, and 
which is proved in an identical fashion. 

3.1.4. Lemma. — Let No be any compact open subgroup of N. 

1. If z G ZM has the property that ZNQZ~X С No, then ordp(a(z)) < 0 for all 
a G A. 

2. An element z G ZM has the property that the conjugates zlNoz~l form a basis 
of neighborhoods of the identity of N if and only if ordp(a(z)) < 0 for alia G A. 

3. There exists С < 0 such that if z G ZM and ordp(a(z)) < С for all a e A , then 
ZNQZ-1 С N0. 
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4. The intersection z s.t. all 
ordp(c*(z))>0 

zNoz'1 (where, as indicated, the intersection is 

taken over all z G Z M such that ordp(a(z)) > 0 for all a G A) is an open 

subgroup of NQ. 

3.1.5. Lemma. — If No ( resp. 7V0) ¿5 a compact open subgroup of N (resp. N), and 

if we write Z+M := {z G ZM \ ZNQZ C NO}, then we may choose z G Z^ so that: 

1. Z + 
M 

together with z 1 generate ZM as a monoid. 

2. z~lNnz c iVn. 

3. The descending sequence of subgroups z lNozl forms a neighborhood basis of 

the identity in N. 

Proof — If z G ZM is chosen so tha t ordp(a(2;)) is sufficiently large for all a G A, 

then it follows from Lemmas 3.1.3 (3) and 3.1.4 (2), (3) tha t ZNQZ'1 C N0, tha t 

z_1Noz C No, and tha t the descending sequence of subgroups z~lNozl forms a 

neighborhood basis of the identity in N. If z' is any element of ZM, then ordp(a(zlzf)) 

can be made arbitrarily large for all a G A by taking i large enough, and so, again 

by Lemma 3.1.3 (3), we see tha t zlz' G Z+M if i is large enough. Thus z' G z~LZ^A if 

i is large enough, and so z~l and Z+M together generate ZM as a monoid. • 

3 .2 . A r e v i e w of t h e functor O r d p . — Recall from [10, §3.1] tha t in order to 

define O r d p , we must first choose an open subgroup Po of P. We fix such a choice, 

and following [10, §3.1], we write M0 := Mf]P0, N0 := Nf)P0, and M + := {m G 
M \ mNom~1 C iV0}. As in the preceding subsection, we let ZM denote the centre 

of M , and we write Z~^ := ZM f | M + -

If V is any object of Mod^?1(A), then there is a natural action (the "Hecke action") 

of M + on V^0 [10, §3.1]. We then recall from [10, Def. 3.1.9] tha t 

Ordp(V) ZM/ZQZG 
Zm 

(A[ZM},VN°)ZM-Ûn- fin. 

The remainder of this subsection is devoted to showing tha t , in some situations, 

we may compute Ordp(V) using a single (well-chosen) element z G Z^, ra ther than 

the entire monoid Z^. Fix an element such tha t Z^ together with z~x generate ZM 

as a monoid, as we may, by Lemma 3.1.5. Let C denote the cyclic subgroup of ZM 

generated by z, and write C + = Z^f]C (so C+ is the cyclic monoid generated by 

z). We regard VN° as an A[C+]-module via the inclusion C+ C Z^. 

We adapt the terminology and notat ion of [10, Def. 2.3.1] in an evident way to 

the subgroup C of ZM', namely, we say tha t an element in a C-representation V is 

locally C-finite if the A[C]-module tha t it generates is finitely generated over A, and 

we write Vc-fin to denote the submodule of V consisting of locally C-finite vectors. 

3.2.1. Lemma. — Let 2£ denote the full subcategory of the category of A[Z^]-modules 

consisting of modules which may be written as the union of a collection of finitely 

generated Z^-invariant A-modules. 
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1. For any object X of 36, the composite 

HomA[c+] (A[C],X)C-fin X A[C] U[c+] X, 

where the first arrow is given by evaluation at 1 G A[C], and the second arrow 

is the natural one, is an isomorphism, as is the composite 

HomA 
Z + 1 (A[ZM],X)zm-fin X -> A[ZM] Az[+M) A, 

defined in the same manner. 

2. For any object X of 36', the restriction map 

HomA[2 + 1 
M J 

(A[ZM],X)zM-fin HomA[c+](A[C],X)c-fin 

is an isomorphism. 
3. The functor X Horn 

A[2 + 1 (A[Zjvf], ^)zM-fin *s ezactf on the category 36. 

Proof. — We begin by proving the first claim of (1). If X is an object of 36, then 
by assumption we may write it as the union of finitely generated A-modules tha t 
are Z^- invar iant , and so in particular C+-invariant. The functor H o m ^ ^ + ^ A f C ] , - ) 
commutes with the formation of inductive limits, by (an evident analogue for C+ and 
C of) [10, Lem. 3.2.2], as does the functor A[C] ®a[c+] ~ Thus, in proving (1), we 
may assume tha t X is finitely generated over A. 

Let B denote the image of A[C+] in E n d ^ ( X ) ; then B is a finite A-algebra, and 
the A[C+]-structure on X allows us to regard it as a ^ -module . We may write B as 
a product of local factors B = Y\m Bm, where m runs over the finite set of maximal 
ideals of B. We say tha t a maximal ideal m is ordinary if the image of z in B does 
not lie in m, and write 

#ord • = 
m ordinary 

Bm Bn\\ := 

m not ordinary 

Bm 

so tha t B = J5ord x Bn\\. We also write Xov& := Bord <S>B X and Xnu := Bn\\ <S>B X, so 
tha t we have the C+-invariant decomposition X — Xor(\ x Xni\. The element z acts 
invertibly on Xord, while some sufficiently high power of z annihilates Xn[\. Given 
this, the reader may easily verify tha t there are isomorphisms 

HomA[c+] (A[C],X) C-fin = HomA[c+] (AICIX) HomA[c+] (A\ClXord) 

Xord A[C] A[C+] ^ord A[C] U[c+] X 

(Note tha t the equality is obvious, since X is finitely generated over A.) Thus the 

first claim of (1) is proved. 

We turn to proving (2), and thus we again suppose tha t X is an arbitrary object of 

3£> Since ZM and C generate ZM as a monoid, the natural map A[ZM}®A[C+]A[C] 
A\ZM] is an isomorphism, which in tu rn implies tha t the restriction map 

(3.2.2) Horn A[Z 4-
M 

AA[ZM],X) KomA[c+]{A[C},X) 
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is an isomorphism, and also tha t the natural map 

( 3 . 2 . 3 ) A[C] ®A[c+] X A\ZM} ZM/Z X 

is an isomorphism. By [10, Lem 3 . 1 . 6 ] , together with an evident variant with C+ 

and C in place of Z^ and ZM, we see tha t an element (J) in the source (resp. the 

target) of ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) is locally ZM-finite (resp. locally C-finite) if and only if its image 

is finitely generated as an A-module. Since ZM = ZMC, and since X is a union of 

finitely generated Z^- invar iant A-modules, we conclude tha t the isomorphism ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) 
restricts to an isomorphism 

HomA ZM/Z (A[Z M], X)zM-fin HomA[c+] (A[C],X) C-fin, 

proving ( 2 ) . 

We may now deduce the second claim of ( 1 ) . Indeed, it follows from the first claim 

of ( 1 ) , together with the isomorphism of ( 2 ) and the isomorphism ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) . Claim ( 3 ) 

then follows as well, since the functor A[ZM] ®A[Z+] ~ *s exact (as M.ZM] is a local

ization of A[Z+]). • 

3 .3 . T h e def ini t ion of i f * O r d p . — Fix PQ as in the preceding subsection, and 

define AT0, Mo, M + , etc., as in tha t subsection. Let V be an object of Mod^n(A), 

and let V I* be an injective resolution of V in the category Mod™(A). Such 

a resolution exists, by Proposition 2 . 1 . 1 , and Proposition 2 . 1 . 1 1 show tha t such a 

resolution is also an iV0-acyclic resolution of V (since NQ is a compact subgroup 

of P). Thus (I*)NO computes the N0-cohomology H*(N0,V). The complex (IM)N° 

is naturally a complex of A[M+]-modules (via the Hecke M+-act ion) , and thus each 

cohomology module H*(NQ,V) is also naturally an A[M+]-module. 

3.3.1. Definition. — For any object V of Mod^n(A), we define H'OrdP{V) := 

HomA [z + 1 
Ml 

(A[ZM],H'(N0,V)) Z m —fin * 

Note tha t we may compute the M+-act ion on H*(No,V), and hence compute 

H*Ordp(V), using any resolution of V in the category Mod™ (A) by objects tha t are 

acyclic as TVo-representations. 

Our first goal is to show tha t the computat ion of if* Ordp is independent of 

the choice of PQ. TO this end, suppose tha t PQ is another compact open subgroup 

of P , giving rise to NQ, ( M + ) ' , and (Z+M^)' in analogy to NQ, M + , and Z~^. Write 

Y' := M + f | ( M + ) / and Y := ZMV\DZM+)'^ then Y generates ZM as a group [8, 
Prop. 3 . 3 . 2 (i)], and Y' and ZM generate M [8, Prop. 3 . 3 . 2 (ii)]. 

Choose z G ZM such tha t zN^z~x c No. If V is an object of Mod™ (A), and I9 is 

an injective resolution of V, then [10, Lem. 3 . 1 . 1 1 ] gives rise to a y ' -equivariant map 

h>N0ÌN'Z : 
ZM/Z 
QZG (r)N°. 

Since Y generates ZM as a group, the inclusions 

Horn 
4[(*ì)'] 

(A[ZM],H'(N^V)) C HomA[yi (A[ZM],H*(NiV)) 
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and 

ZM/ZQZomA[z+]{A[ZM},H'(N0,V)) C Hom^yj (A[ZM),H* (No,V)) 

are equalities. The F'-equivariant map hN0,N0,z induces an M = Y'^M-equivariant 

map 

Hom^ryi U[zM], ZM/ZQZG<WX Hom^ryi (A[ZM],##(iVo,F)); 

and hence an M-equivariant map 

Horn 
A\(Z +x 

M 
x 

Z M / Z Q Z G ( A [ Z M ] , H 9 ( N ^ V ) ) Horn 
A[Z + 1 Z M / Z Q Z G ( A [ Z M ] , H ' ( N 0 T V ) ) , 

which we denote by ZM/ZQZG Now define 

H ZM/ZQZG := z-1 HmÎN0,N^z - HomA[(Z+)'] ZM/ZQ(A[ZM] ,H9(N^V) ) 

Horn A\Z Ml ZM/Z(A[ZM},H ' (N0 ,V) ) . 

3.3.2. Proposition. — 1. The map H'ljy, N0 is well-defined independently of the 

choice of z. 
2. The map HMIN0^^ is an M-equivariant isomorphism. 

3. If PQ is another choice of compact open subgroup of P, giving rise to NQ , etc., 

then H*INojN'H*IN>N'' = H*INOJN». 

Proof. — This is proved in an identical manner to [10, Prop. 3.1.12]. 

The preceding result shows tha t if* Ordp is defined up to canonical isomorphism 

independently of the choice of P o It is also independent, up to a canonical isomor

phism, of the choice of Levi factor M of P. Indeed, if M' is another choice of Levi 

factor of P , let H*Ordp denote the analogue of i f *Ordp , computed using M' in place 

of M. There is a uniquely determined element n € N such tha t nMn~x — M'. 

Let V be an object of Mod^?1(yl), with injective resolution V I*. We will com

pute i f*Ordp using P,5 := n P o n " 1 . Write N{> := N f \ P £ ' = nN^rr1. We find tha t 

multiplication by n induces an isomorphism (I*)N° -^-» (I*)No, and hence an isomor

phism H*(No, V) ^> H*(NQ, V). One immediately verifies tha t this isomorphism in 

turn induces an isomorphism HmOrdp(V) ^> H'Ord'P(V). (See the discussion at 

the end of [10, §3.11.) 

Suppose now tha t 0 —> Vi —» V2 —• V3 —• 0 is a short exact sequence of objects in 

Mod"™ (A). Applying the Ô-functor H'(NQ,-) we obtain a long exact sequence 

(3.3.3) 0 ZM/ZQZG H°(N0,V2) H°(N0,V3) 

ZM/ZQZG ZM/ZQZG ZM/ZQZG 

i f i+1(^o,Vj) HiZM/ZQN0,V2) Hi+1(N0,V3) 
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Applying the functor Hom^z+j(A[ZM],-)zM-fin to this long exact sequence, we ob
tain the complex 

(3.3.4) 0 OrdP(Vi) Ordp(F2) Ordp(F3) 

Н*ОтаР(У2 Н*ОтаР(У2) Н*ОтаР(У2 

tf*+1Ordp(Vi) Яг+1ОЫр(У2) Яi+1Ordp(Fз ) 

Since Н о ш ^ ^ + J(-A[ZM]?-)zM-fin is n° t an exact functor, we are not able to conclude 
tha t (3.3.4) is exact in general. 

3 .4 . T h e m a i n t h e o r e m . — The goal of this subsection is to prove Theorem 3.4.7 
below, which establishes the key properties of Н9(Щ, V) and ff*Ordp(V) in the case 
when V is an admissible (or more generally, locally admissible) G-representation. 
In particular, it implies as a corollary tha t (3.3.4) is exact when the V* are locally 
admissible G-representations. (See Corollary 3.4.8 below.) 

Before proving Theorem 3.4.7, we make some preliminary constructions and prove 
some necessary lemmas. We fix a compact open subgroup HQ of G, which admits 
an Iwahori decomposition with respect to P and P , i.e., writing Mo := Я о р | М , 
N0 :— H0 П N, and N0 := Я0 f] N, such tha t the product map N0 x M0 x N0 -+ Я0 
is a bijection. We will take the open subgroup Po with respect to which we compute 
H90vdP to be P0 := Я0 f| P = M0N0. 

Next, we apply Lemma 3.1.5 to choose an element z G Z+M such tha t ZM is gener
ated as a monoid by Z^ together with z~1x. We furthermore choose z (as Lemma 3.1.5 
allows us to) such tha t z~1N0z1 С iVo, and such tha t the groups z~%NoZ% С No, 
which then form a descending sequence of compact open subgroups of N, form a 
neighborhood basis of the identity in N. 

3.4.1. Lemma. — There exists a descending sequence of compact open subgroups 
{Hi}i>i of Ho, each admitting an Iwahori decomposition Ni x Mi x N0 —> Hi, so 
that Ni = z~lNoz%, and so that the descending sequence {M^}i>i forms a basis of 
neighborhoods of the identity in M. 

Proof. — Write Ni := Z~1NQZI\ One sees, using the fact tha t z G Z^ (so tha t 
z-lNozl D N0, while z~iMozi = M0), tha t z~iH0zi f| Я0 = NiM0No is a compact 
open subgroup of G which again admits an Iwahori decomposition. Let H[ denote the 
closed subgroup of z~lHozl f]H0 generated by Ni and N0. If h G Я - , then, applying 
the Iwahori decomposition of z~lHozl f] Я0, we may write h = nmn with n e Ni, 
m G M0, and n e N0. Thus m = n~1hn~1 G H[, and so H[ admits the Iwahori 
decomposition Я- = NiM^No, where M[ := H[ f| M is a closed subgroup of M0. 

Fix a descending sequence of open subgroups {Mj}j>i of MQ, chosen to form a 
neighborhood basis of the identity in M . For a fixed value of i, let j(i) denote the 
largest value of j such tha t M[ С Mj. Since the groups Ni form a neighborhood 
basis of the identity in N, we see tha t the subgroups М/ become arbitrarily small as 
i oo, and so j(i) oo as г 00. 
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If we write Hi := NiMj(i)No, then one sees (using the fact tha t Mj^ C M0, so 
tha t Mj(i) normalizes both Ni and No, together with the fact tha t M[ C Mj^) tha t 
Hi is closed under multiplication. Since it is also an open subset of the profinite 
subgroup Ho, it is necessarily an open subgroup of Ho, which by construction admits 
an Iwahori decomposition of the form required by the lemma (once we relabel M ^ ) 
as Mi). 

Since {Ni} (resp. MA forms a neighborhood basis of the identity in N (resp. M), 
we find tha t 

(3.4.2) \i>0Hi = N0. 

3.4.3. Lemma. — For any smooth G-representation V, there is a natural isomorphism 
l imH*(Hi , V) —> H*(No,V). Furthermore, ifUi denotes the image of Hm(Hi,V) in 

H*(N0,V), then there exists j > 0 such A[ZM]Ui C Ui+j for all i > 0. (Here we are 
regarding H*(No,V) as an A[ZM]-module via the Hecke ZM-action.) 

Proof. — Let V ^ I* be an injective resolution of V in the category Modgn(A). It 
follows from Propositions 2.1.2 tha t I* is an injective resolution of V in M o d ^ ( A ) , 
for each i>0. Proposition 2.1.11 shows tha t we may use I* to compute H*(No,V). 
Taking into account (3.4.2), we see tha t there is a natural isomorphism 

lim 
i 

Н*ОтаР(У2 Н*О'(( I ' )No) , 

and consequently, a natural isomorphism 

lim 
d 

H'{HITV) H'(N0,V). 

This proves the first claim of the lemma. 
It follows from Lemmas 3.1.3 (1) and 3.1.4 (4) tha t f)z,eZ+ z' No(z,)~1 is an open 

subgroup of iVo, and thus contains Nj for some sufficiently large value of j . We 
then have tha t Ni+j C z' Ni(z')~x for every z' G ZM and every i > 0, and so 
from [10, Lem 3.3.2] (applied with zo taken to be an arbitrary element z' of ZM, 
Io taken to be z~jHiZj f]Hi = Ni+jMiNo, and I\ taken to be Hi), we conclude tha t 
A[ZM](Im)Hi C ( / • ) № f > ~ J / f ^ ) c (I)Hij+j for all i > 0. This in tu rn implies tha t 
A[ZM]Ui C Ui+j, completing the proof of the lemma. • 

3.4.4. Lemma. — If V in admissible smooth G-representation, then the cohomology 
modules H*(Hi,V) are finitely generated A-modules, for any i > 0. 

Proof. — Let V ^ J* be an injective resolution of V in the category Mod^om(A). 
It follows from Propositions 2.1.2 and 2.1.9 tha t J* is an injective resolution of V in 
M o d ^ ( A ) , for each i > 1, and so there are natural isomorphisms 

Р ( У 2 H ' ( H U V ) H'({J')Hi). 
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Since J* is an admissible ^ - r ep re sen ta t i on , the complex (J*)Hi is a complex of 
finitely generated A-modules. Its cohomology modules are thus also finitely generated 
A-modules. The lemma follows. • 

As in Subsection 3.2, let G+ C Z^ (resp. C C ZM) denote the submonoid (resp. 
subgroup) of Z^ (resp. ZM) generated by z. If V is any smooth G-representation, 
then the Hecke Z^ -ac t ion on VN° restricts to an action of G+ on V^0. If i > 0, then 
it follows from the fact tha t z~lNiz C Ni, together with [10, Lem. 3.3.2] (applied 
with z = zo and IQ = I\ = Hi) tha t VHi is invariant under the Hecke operator h,N0tZ, 
for each i > 0. Thus VHi is a G+-submodule of VN°. 

Now suppose tha t W is a smooth if0-representation, and tha t we are given a pair 
of iJo-equivariant maps r\ : V —• W and ip : W —» V. (This situation will occur 
in the proof of Theorem 3.4.7 below.) The space of invariants WN° is a smooth 
Mo-representation, since MQ normalizes NQ. We may define an action of G+ on WN° 
by declaring z to act via the endomorphism rjhN0,z^ of WN°. Since 77 and if; are 
i^o-equivariant, we find tha t WHi is also G+-invariant for each i > 0. 

Since the G+-action on WN° commutes with the M0-action, the space 

HomA[c+] (A[C], WN°] »C-fin 
is equipped in a natural manner with an Mo-action, induced by the M0-action on 
WN°. In this situation we have the following lemma. 

3.4.5. Lemma. — IfW is an admissible smooth HQ-representation, then the Mo-rep
resentation JIomA[c+](A[C], W N ° ) c - f i n is smooth and admissible. 

Proof. — As was already noted in the proof of Lemma 3.2.1, there is an evident 
analogue of [10, Lem. 3.1.6], with C and G+ in place of ZM and Z^. Namely, if 
4> G Hom^[c+](A[G], WN°), then <j> is locally G-finite if and only if im(0) is a finitely 
generated A-submodule of WN°. In particular, since the Mo-action on WN° is smooth, 
the Mo-action on HomA[C+](A[G], W N ° ) c - f i n is also smooth. 

To prove admissibility, we must show tha t Hom^[C+](A[G], WiVo)^ifin, is finitely 
generated over A for each i > 0. Since the M^-action on Horn A[C+](A[C],WN°)c-fin 
is defined by the M^-action on WN°, we see tha t the natural embedding 

RomA[c+] (A[C],WMiNo) C-fin HomA[c+1 (A\C].W °) Mi 
C-fin 

is an isomorphism. Thus we must show tha t Hom^[c+](.A[G], W 1 °)c-fin is finitely 
generated over A, for i > 0. 

Since WHi is a finitely generated A-module, for each i > 1, it follows from [10, 
Lem 3.1.5] (or rather, its analogue with C and G+ in place of ZM and Z^) tha t 
KomA[C+](A[C],WHi)c-fin is finitely generated over A, for each i > 0. Thus, it 
suffices to show tha t the natural embedding 

(3.4.6) RomA[c+] (A[C},WHI) C-fin HomA[c+1(A[C], Н*ОтаР(УC-fin 

is an isomorphism. 
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Let (j) : A[C] WMiN° be an element in the target of (3.4.6). Since (j) is locally 

C-finite, by assumption, its image im(</>) is finitely generated over A (as we noted 

above). Thus there is some value of J > i such tha t im(</>) is invariant under N j := 

z~jN0zj, and thus under the subgroup NJMÌNQ of H0- It follows from [10, Lem 3.3.2] 

(taking z0 := z, IQ := NJ-IMÌNQ, and h := NjMiN0) tha t 

Н*Р(У2 Н*ОтаР(У2 УЛГ,-_1МгЛГо 

and thus tha t 
zWNjMiNo = VhN0,z4 Н*ОтаР(У2 Н*ОтаР(У2Н*ОтаР( 

Iterating this observation к := j — i times, we find tha t 

zk wNjMiNo = (flhN0tzfl>)K(WN>MIN0 c цгNi Mi N0 = WH*. 

Since im(0) = zk im(0) (since ZFC G A[C]X), we find tha t \т(ф) С WHi. This proves 
tha t (3.4.6) is an isomorphism, as required. • 

We are now ready to state and prove the following key result. 

3.4.7. Theorem. — 1. If V is a locally admissible smooth G-representation, then 
each of the M + -representations H*(NQ,V) is a union of ZM-invariant finitely 
generated A-submodules. 

2. If V is a (locally) admissible smooth G-representation, then each of the smooth 
M-representations H*Ordp(V) is (locally) admissible. 

Proof — Suppose first tha t V is an admissible smooth G-representation. Lemma 3.4.3 
shows tha t H*(No,V) = (Ji>o^*> where Щ denotes the image of the natural map 
#•(#;, V) -> H*(N0, V). It also shows tha t A[ZM]Ui С Ui+j, for all i > 0 and some 
J > 0. Lemma 3.4.4 shows tha t Ui+j is a finitely generated A-module (being the 
image of the finitely generated A-module Hm(Hi+j,V)). Thus so is its submodule 
A[ZM]Ui. Thus, we may write H9(N0,V) = \Ji>OAIZM]UPI, exhibiting Hm(N0,V) as 
a union of ZM-invariant finitely generated A-submodules. This proves claim (1) for 
admissible V. 

Continuing to assume tha t V is an object of M o d ^ m ( A ) , let V 7* be an injective 
resolution of V in the category Mod^n(A), and let V «—• J* be an injective resolution 
of V in the category Mod^0m(-4). It follows from Propositions 2.1.2 and 2.1.9 tha t I9 
and J* are both injective resolutions of V in Mod^(A), for each i > 0. Thus we may 
find an ifo-equivariant chain homotopy rj : I* —> J*, as well as a homotopy inverse 
Н*ОтаР(У2 

Writing C to denote the cyclic subgroup of ZM generated by the element z, as 
above, the Hecke action of M + on (I*)N° restricts to an action of C + , which leaves 
(I*)Hi invariant, for each i > 0. We define a corresponding action of C+ on (J*)N° 
by having z act via the composite rjhN0iZilj. Note tha t we are in the precise situation 
introduced in the discussion preceding Lemma 3.4.5 (taking the V and W of tha t 
discussion to be I* and J* respectively). 
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It follows from (3.4.2) tha t (J*)N° is the union of the G+-invariant subcomplexes 
(J*)Hi, each of which is a complex of finitely generated A-modules (since J* is a 
complex of admissible smooth iJo-representations), and so Lemma 3.2.1 shows tha t 
the na tura l map 

H* RomA[c+] Н*ОтаР(Уi,(JT° C-fin HomA[c+, AICIH* (JT°) 
C-fin 

is an isomorphism. We also have the sequence of isomorphisms 

H'OrdpiV) Н*ОтаР(У2 (A[ZM],H*(N0,V)) 
Zm —fin 

E0MA[ZT,] AZM],H'< x c ( ( / T ° ) 
Z m —fin 

HomA[c+] A[C],H-((nNo) C-fin 

Homj4[c+] Н*ОтаР(У2 Н*ОтаР(У2 
C-fin 

the first isomorphism following from Proposition 2.1.11 (as we noted above), the 
second being provided by par t (2) of Lemma 3.2.1, and the third being provided by 
the chain homotopy rj. Altogether, we obtain an Mq G-equivariant isomorphism 

H'0rdp(V) dH* HomA[c+] {A[C\,{J*)No] C-fin 
Thus (since the category of admissible smooth Mo-representations is abelian [10, 
Prop. 2.2.13]), in order to prove claim (2) for V, it suffices to show tha t each member of 
the complex Hom^[^+] (A[C], (J')N°)c_nn is an admissible Mo-representation. This 
follows from Lemma 3.4.5, and completes the proof of (2) for admissible V. 

Suppose now tha t V is a locally admissible smooth G-representation. We may 
write V as an inductive limit, V limV}, where each Vj is an admissible smooth 

3 
G-representation. We then obtain an M+-equivariant isomorphism 

lim 
3 

Н*ОтаР(У2 H'(N0,V), 

and hence (taking into account [10, Lem. 3.2.2]), an isomorphism 

lim 
3 

Horn 
x z+m A[ZM],H9 N0, Vj 

Zm -fin 

HomA Zm+ A[ZM],Ha(No,V) Z m —fin 
Claims (1) and (2) in the locally admissible case thus follow from the corresponding 
claims in the admissible case. • 

3.4.8. Corollary. — H*Ordp forms a 6-functor from the category Mod^dm(A) (resp. 
ModlG*dm(A)) to the category Mod^m (A) (resp. Mod^dm(A)) . 

Proof. — We have already shown in part (2) of Theorem 3.4.7 tha t i J # O r d p , when 
restricted to Modgim(A) (resp. Mod^adm(A)), takes values in Mod$m(A) (resp. 
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M o d ^ d m ( ^ ) ) . Par t (1) of Theorem 3.4.7, together with Lemma 3.2.1, shows tha t 
the complex (3.3.4) is exact, when 0 —> V\ —> V2 —> V3 is a short exact sequence in 
Mod1Gadm(A). The corollary follows. • 

3 .5 . S o m e proper t i e s of H*(NQ,— ) . — As its title indicates, in this subsection 
we prove some properties of the cohomology functors H*(NQ,-), which we will need 
in our subsequent study of the functor H*Ordp. 

It will be convenient (in order to facilitate the arguments to come) to assume for the 
duration of this subsection tha t N is an arbitrary connected unipotent linear algebraic 
group over Qp, of dimension d, say, and tha t NQ is a compact open subgroup of TV. 

If n denotes the Lie algebra of AT, then the exponential map induces an isomorphism 
n -^U N. Under this isomorphism, the group operation on N is obtained from the 
Lie bracket on n, together with the Cambpell-Hausdorff formula. We let no denote 
the preimage of JVo under this isomorphism. 

3.5.1. Definition. — We say tha t NQ is a s tandard compact open subgroup of TV, or 
simply standard, if no is a Zp-Lie subalgebra of n. 

3.5.2. Lemma. — The identity of N admits a neighborhood basis of standard compact 
open subgroups. 

Proof — Let n0 be any bounded Zp-lattice in n (i.e. no is a finitely generated Zp-sub-
module of n which spans n over Qp). Since no is finitely generated over Zp, and spans 
n over Qp, one sees tha t 

ttOjik) \Cp-mn0 

for ra > 0. Hence, for any integer ra, there is an inclusion 

fonnn,Pnnn1 C pn~m Н*ОтУ2 

and thus the Zp-submodules pnno, for n > ra, form a basis of neighborhoods of 0 
in n consisting of Zp-Lie subalgebras of n. Since every Lie bracket in pnxiQ is in fact 
divisible by pn~m, we see tha t if n is sufficiently large (depending on the dimension 
d of N) then pnrio will exponentiate to a s tandard compact open subgroup of N (i.e. 
applying the Campbell-Hausdorff formula to multiply elements of exp(pnno) will not 
introduce any denominators). This proves the lemma. • 

Since N is unipotent, it admits a surjective homomorphism N —• Qp. The kernel 
N' of this homomorphism is again unipotent. The image NQ of NQ under this homo
morphism is a compact open subgroup of Qp, and hence is isomorphic to ZP. Thus if 
we write iVo := NQ f] N, then we have a short exact sequence 

(3.5.3) 0 sd sd NS 0 

where NQ is one-dimensional and NQ is again a compact open subgroup of a unipotent 
group. Since any compact open subgroup of Qp is s tandard, it is clear tha t if NQ is 
s tandard, then so is NQ. 
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3.5.4. Lemma. — IfV is any smooth No-representation over A, then H*(No,V) van
ishes in degrees greater than d. 

Proof. — If d = 1, and if we let 7 denote a topologically generator of AT0, then it is 
well-known tha t H*(NQ, V) can be computed by the complex 

(3.5.5) V 7-1 V. 

Thus the lemma holds in this case. The general case then follows by applying the 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence to the short exact sequence (3.5.3), and using 
induction on d. • 

If L is any finite rank free Zp-module, then we write det L to denote the top non-
vanishing exterior power of L (so d e t L = /\d L if L has rank d), and Lv to denote 
the Zp-dual of L, i.e. Lv := Hom^ (L,ZP). 

3.5.6. Proposition. — If NQ is standard, corresponding to the Lie subalgebra no of n, 
then for V any smooth No-representation over A, there is a natural isomorphism 

HD(N0,V) VN0 dsd ddet no. 

Proof. — Suppose first tha t No is one-dimensional, topologically generated by an 
element 7 . In this case the Lie bracket on no is trivial, and the exponential map 
no No is in fact an isomorphism of groups (with the source being given the 
group structure underlying its s tructure as a Zp-module). The choice of 7 induces 
isomorphisms no No —> Zp, and hence a dual isomorphism Zp ^ + UQ , while the 
complex (3.5.5) gives rise to an isomorphism 

H\No,V) v/h - i)v VNO-

Combining this isomorphism with the preceding one, we obtain an isomorphism 

H^NoiV) VN0 df ffd 
df0 

which the reader may verify is independent of the choice of 7 . 
We now tu rn to the general case. Applying the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence 

to (3.5.3), and taking into account Lemma 3.5.4, we obtain an isomorphism 

HD(N0,V) Н*ОУ2 •It 
0 ' 

Н * О т а Р ( ^ i N ^ V ) ) . 

If we let nFQ (resp. n^) denote the preimage of NQ (resp. NQ) under the exponential 
map, then by induction we have a natural isomorphism 

(3.5.7) Hd-i (K,v) VN> 1V d e t « > ) v , 

and hence an isomorphism 

Hd(N0,V) Н*От ZP d e t ( n i ) v ) „ „ df (no) • 

Since det(n[))v is a rank one free Zp-module, the TV^-action on it is necessarily trivial, 
and hence 

qdf fd d e t K ) v ) N „ d s f d f vН*ОтаР(У2 zp d f f d e t K ) v VN0 v Н * О т а 2 d e t « ) v . 
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Thus we may rewrite (3.5.7) as an isomorphism 

(3.5.8) Hd(N0,V] VN0 Zp detK)v Zp (nóT-

The short exact sequence (3.5.3) gives rise to a short exact sequence 

0 h0 n0 no 0, 

and thus there is an isomorphism 

d e t K ) v Zp (no) det tin • 

Combining this isomorphism with (3.5.8) gives the isomorphism of the lemma. We 
leave to the reader the task of verifying tha t this isomorphism is natural (and, in 
particular, is independent of the choice of dévissage (3.5.3)). • 

Let N\ C NQ be an inclusion of s tandard compact open subgroups of N, corre
sponding under exponential map to the inclusion ni C no of Zp-Lie subalgebras of n. 
This inclusion induces an embedding of rank one free Zp-modules 

det no det n^, 

whose cokernel has order equal to the index [no : n i ] . Thus this embedding induces 
an isomorphism 

det no [no : ni] d e t n ^ . 

Multiplication by [no : n i ] , composed with the inverse of this isomorphism, thus 
induces an isomorphism 

(3.5.9) det xii det X\Q . 

3.5.10. Lemma. — If V is a smooth No-module, then we have the following commu
tative diagram 

Hd(NuV) VNl< df dfdet 

cores 

Hd(N0,V) vNn Zp det no, 

in which the horizontal arrows are the isomorphisms of Proposition 3.5.6, the left-
hand vertical arrow is given by corestriction, and the right-hand vertical arrow is the 
tensor product of the natural surjection VNX —> VN0 and the isomorphism (3.5.9). 

Proof. — To begin with, suppose tha t NQ, and hence N\, has dimension one. Write 
/ := [NQ : Ni}. Let 7 denote a topological generator of A^0, so tha t j1 is a topological 
generator of N\. The explicit description of the isomorphism of Proposition 3.5.6 
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given in the proof of tha t proposition shows tha t we may rewrite the diagram in the 
s ta tement of the lemma in the form 

(3.5.11) Н*ОтаР(У2 V/h - DV 

cores 

Н*ОтаР(У2 y lin1 ~ 1)V, 

in which the left-hand vertical arrow is given by corestriction, the right-hand vertical 
arrow is given by the natural surjection, and the horizontal isomorphisms are given 
by using the complexes 

V n11 V 

and 

V 
cv1 

V 

to compute NQ cohomology and Ni cohomology respectively. Now 1 , 7 , . . . , 7 / _ 1 serve 
as coset representatives for No in N1, and so cores : VNl —> VN° is given by multipli
cation by ^2^=0 7Z . The diagram 

V 
7 - 1 v 

1 + -+71-1 

V 
7 J - 1 

V 

evidently commutes, and so we see tha t cores : H 1(AT1, V) H 1(iV0, V) corresponds 
to the natural surjection V/(j - 1)V -> V/^1 - 1)V. Thus (3.5.11) does indeed 
commute. 

We now consider the general case. Intersecting the members of the short exact 
sequence (3.5.3) induces a short exact sequence 

(3.5.12) 0 Ni xc N1 0. 

If (3.5.3) is the image under the exponential map of 

(3.5.13] 0 xc n0 xc 0, 

then (3.5.12) is the image of 

0 ni n i ni 0, 

obtained by intersecting (3.5.13) with n i . 
The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence induces isomorphisms 

H (No, V) Н*ОтаР(У2Н*ОтаР(У2 

and 
rrd (Nl3V) cvH1 N" Hd~1(N[, V)), 
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in terms of which corestriction may be writ ten as the composite 

(3.5.14) T7 H1 H1 d~1(N[, V) H1 sqd Hd-i (NLV) 

ds sd Hd-1 qsddsqd 

in which the first arrow is induced by applying the functor i71(AT{/,-) to the corestric
tion map Hd~1(N[, V) —> Hd~1(N(), V), and the second arrow is given by corestriction 
from N'{ to N(f. 

As noted in the proof of Proposition 3.5.6, there are isomorphisms 

sdd d (destni)v sd (nl ) VNl >zp d e t n ^ 

and 

VN> s (detn£)v N" 
(detn£)v •vNo v det UQ . 

One easily sees tha t with respect to these isomorphisms, the right-hand vertical col
umn of the diagram in the statement of the lemma coincides with the composite 

(3.5.15) VN> ®zp ( de tn i )v cv Zp (nl ) VN> cv (detn'oy 
N" Zp (nl ) 

{VN>®zp (detnj)v) cv >zD 

where the first arrow is induced from the map 

vN[ zp (detn'1)v VN< Zp ; d e t ^ ) v , 

obtained by tensoring the natural surjection with the analogue of the isomor
phism (3.5.9) for the inclusion n[ C n'0, by passing to A^'-invariants and tensoring 
with (n")v, while the second arrow is the tensor product of the natural surjection 

cvx 'Zp ( d e t n ' n AT" (VmQz, ( d e t < ) v ) N" 

with the analogue of the isomorphism (3.5.9) for the inclusion n" C HQ. 
Consider now the diagram 

H1(N[',Hd-1 (detn£)v {VN>®zp ( d e t n ; ) v ) 
fg K ) v 

H1(N{',Hd-1 (NLV)) wcv xvcxv detn'oy) vc c v K ) v 

H1 (N()',Hd-1(N^V)i (detn£)v (detró)v cv K ) V , 

in which the horizontal isomorphisms are provided by Proposition 3.5.6 (applied var
iously to N", AT{, NQ, and NQ), the left-hand column is equal to (3.5.14), and the 
right-hand column is equal to (3.5.15). 

By induction on d, each of the squares commutes, and thus so does the outer 
square. On the other hand, we have already identified the two columns of this outer 
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square with two vertical arrows of the diagram in the statement of the lemma. The 
explicit description of the isomorphism of Proposition 3.5.6 given in the proof of tha t 
proposition further allows us to identify the horizontal arrows of this diagram with the 
horizontal arrows in the diagram in the statement of the lemma. Thus the diagram 
in the statement of the lemma commutes, as claimed. • 

3.6 . A n appl i ca t ion t o J a c q u e t m o d u l e s . — We employ our s tandard notation 
(G, P , M , AT, etc.). Let d denote the dimension of N. 

3.6.1. Proposition. — The functors H*Ordp on Mods™(A) vanish in degrees greater 
than d. 

Proof. — This follows immediately from Lemma 3.5.4 together with the definition of 
# # O r d . • 

In the remainder of this subsection we demonstrate a relation between the functor 
HdOrdp and the so-called Jacquet module functor associated to P. Recall tha t if 
V is a smooth G-representation, then the Jacquet module of V with respect to P is 
defined to be the space of coinvariants VN • It is naturally an M-representat ion (since 
M normalizes AT), and is characterized by the adjunction formula 

RomG(VMd$GpU) KomM(VN,U) 

for any smooth representation U of M. 
The action by conjugation of M on N induces an action (the so-called adjoint 

action) of M on n, the Lie algebra of N. Passing to top exterior powers, we obtain 
an action of M on detn. Since detn is one-dimensional, this action is given by a 
character a : M —• Q * . If we let | | : Q* —> pz denote the p-adic absolute value 
(normalized so tha t |p| = p - 1 ) , then we write au := a\a\ : M —> Z * for the unit par t 
of a . Of course, we can and do also regard au as an A-valued character of M , by 
composing it with the natural map Z* —> Ax. 

Choose NQ to be a s tandard compact open subgroup of N, so tha t Ao = exptto, 
as in the setting of Proposition 3.5.6. If we set M0 := {m G M | m A o r a - 1 = N0}, 
then M0 is a compact open subgroup of M , and so P0 •= M0No is a compact open 
subgroup of P with respect to which we may compute the functor H'Ordp. 

Under the exponential map n —> N, the action of M on N by conjugation cor
responds to the adjoint action of M on n. In particular, if m G M + (so tha t by 
definition raAf0m_1 C A 0̂) then Adm restricts to an injective endomorphism of no, 
and hence det Adm induces an injective endomorphism 

det Adm : det n0 ^ det n0 

Of course, this action is given simply by multiplication by a(m). Since its source and 
target are free of rank one over Zp, its cokernel is cyclic of order | a ( r a ) | - 1 . Thus 
composing det Adm with multiplication by |a ( ra) | , we obtain an isomorphism 

det n0 det no, 
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which is given by multiplication by au(m). 

3.6.2. Proposition. — There is a natural isomorphism of functors 

VN HdOidP(V) xc 

on the category Mod1Gaam(A). 

Proof. — We compute HdOrdp with respect to the subgroup PQ constructed above. 

Proposition 3.5.6 gives a natural isomorphism Hd(No,V) VN0 ® Z p detnQ. Via 

this isomorphism we may transfer the Hecke M+-act ion on the left-hand side of this 

isomorphism to the right-hand side, and we will begin by describing this action ex

plicitly. 

If ra G M + then the Hecke action of ra on Hd(No, V) is the equal to the composite 

Hd(N0,V) ird(raW0ra~1,Vr) -+ Hd(N0,V), in which the first isomorphism is 

induced by conjugation by ra, and the second by corestriction. We may make this 

composite into the left-hand column of the following commutative diagram: 

Hd(N0, V) (detn£)v 
>zp det < 

H^mNom-1 xwc VmN (detn£)v cv (det Adm) (det n0)v 

cores 

Hd(N0; v) vNo ZP det ng, 

in which the horizontal isomorphisms are those of Proposition 3.5.6, the upper right-
hand vertical arrow is given by the tensor product of the isomorphism 

(3.6.3) wcc NQ m — 1 

induced by multiplication by ra and the inverse of the isomorphism 

det Ad v 
m 

(det Adm)(<c<ccdet n0)v det no, 

and the lower right-hand vertical arrow is given by the tensor product of the natural 
surjection 

(3.6.4) (detn£)v (detn£)v 

and the isomorphism (3.5.9) (taking ni to be Adm(n0)). The commutativity of the 

upper square is immediate, while the commutativity of the lower square follows from 

Lemma 3.5.10. 

We may equip VN0 with an M+-representat ion by defining the action of ra on VJV0 

to be the composite of (3.6.4) and (3.6.3). We may equip d e t n ^ with an M+-repre-

sentation by defining the action of ra on d e t n ^ to be the composite of the isomor

phism (3.5.9), with ni taken to be Adm(no), and the isomorphism 

Ad^)"1(detn£)v det no (detv((det Adm)(det n0)) 
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The discussion preceding the s tatement of the proposition shows tha t this action of 
M + on detrig is given by the character ( a n ) - 1 . 

By construction, the composite of the two vertical arrows of the above diagram 
coincides with the tensor product action of m on VN0 ® Z p det UQ , and thus this com
mutat ive diagram exhibits a natural M+-equivariant isomorphism 

Hd(N0,V) VN0 ZP det UQ VNO Zp («tt)_1, 

which we may rewrite as an isomorphism 

(3.6.5) VNO aµ Hd(N0,V). 

Now fix an element z G Z+M such tha t z~x and Z^ generate ZM as a monoid, as 
we may be Lemma 3.1.5. We may then form the increasing chain of compact open 
subgroups 

N0 Z-'NQZ z~xNoz% C 

Lemma 3.1.3 (2) shows tha t N — I J ^ o z lNoz%. Thus there is a natural isomorphism 
\\mVz-ijsfQZi V/v, with the transition map Vz-iNoZi —» Vz-(i+i)NoZi+i being the 

natura l projection. If we let C+ (resp. C) denote the submonoid (resp. subgroup) of 
ZM generated by 2, then we may rewrite the preceding isomorphism more succinctly 
in the form 

(3.6.6) A[C] ]A[C+] VNo VN 

Par t (1) of Theorem 3.4.7, implies tha t Hd(No, V) is a union of finitely generated, 

ZM' invariant yl-modules. Thus Lemma 3.2.1 shows tha t 

HdOvdp(V) := HomAZ+jM] wxcA[ZM),Hd(No,V) 

H O M ^ [ C + ] xwcA{CM],Ha(N0,V) A[CM] A (c+M] Hd(N0,V). 

Combining this with the isomorphism (3.6.5), we find tha t 

A[C] A[C+] VN0 sd HdOidP(V). 

Combining this in tu rn with the isomorphism (3.6.6) proves the proposition. • 

3.6.7, Corollary. — If V is a (locally) admissible (finitely generated) smooth G-repre
sentation over A, then VN is a (locally) admissible (finitely generated) smooth M-rep
resentation over A. 

Proof — The (local) admissibility of VN follows from par t (2) of Theorem 3.4.7, 
which shows tha t HdOrdp(V) is (locally) admissible if V is. If V is finitely generated 
over A[G\, then writing G = QP for some compact open subset Q, of G, we see 
tha t V is in fact finitely generated over A[P], and thus tha t VN is finitely generated 
over A[M]. • 
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3.6.8. Remark. — In the representation theory of p-adic reductive groups on complex 
vector spaces, locally admissible smooth representations were introduced by Harish-
Chandra under the name of quasi-admissible smooth representations (see [7]), and 
it is shown in [7] t ha t in this context, the Jacquet functor takes quasi-admissible 
smooth G-representations to quasi-admissible smooth M-representations. In [5] the 
corresponding result is proved for admissible smooth representations. 

3.7. T h e re lat ion t o der ived functors . — We write i?*Ordp to denote the de
rived functors of the functor Ordp on the category M.odiQdm(A). Since the derived 
functors may be characterized as the universal 5-functor whose Oth term is equivalent 
to O r d p , there is a natural transformation (of J-functors) 

(3.7.1) RmOrdP iTOrdp 

extending the equivalence R°Ordp i f0Ordp —> O r d p . We make the following 

conjecture regarding this transformation. 

3.7.2. Conjecture. — The natural transformation (3.7.1) is a natural equivalence. 

The derived functors are also characterized by their effaceability. Thus Conjec
ture 3.7.2 is equivalent to conjecturing tha t the functors i f - 1 Ordp are effaceable. 

In an appendix, joint with Paskunas [11], we prove Conjecture 3.7.2 in the case 
when G = GL2(F) , for some finite extension F of Qp, and P is a Borel subgroup 

of G. 

3.7.3. Remark. — The natural transformation i^Ordp —• iJ1Ordp is an injection. 
(This is a general property of the natural transformation from a universal (5-functor 
to any other J-functor which is an equivalence on Oth terms.) 

In [10, Thm. 4.4.6], we proved tha t Ordp : Modgm(A) -> Mod^m(A) is right 

adjoint to the functor I n d f : M o d ^ m ( A ) -» Mod^m(A). (Note tha t I n d f does 

indeed induce a functor between these categories, by [10, Lem 4.1.7].) Since both 

functors commute with the formation of inductive limits [10, Lems. 3.2.2, 4.1.4], the 

same statement is t rue with Mod^m(A) and M o d ^ m ( A ) replaced by Mod^adm(A) and 

Mod^dm(A) . Since Ind^r is furthermore exact [10, Prop. 4.1.5], we find tha t Ordp 

takes injective objects in Mod^adm(^4) to injective objects in Mod^dm(^4). Thus the 

adjointness between Ordp and Ind^ extends to a derived adjointness, i.e., for any two 

objects U of Mod1Aadm(^) and V of Mod^adm(yl), there is a natural quasi-isomorphism 

R Horn M U,ROrdP(V) # H o m G ( I n d § U,V). 

More concretely, there is a spectral sequence 

(3.7.4) (detn£)v 

: E r t i , !U,R3Oidp(V) Exl i+j 
G 

(detn£)v(detn£)v 

(Here the R Horn and Ext functors are computed in the categories of locally admissible 

representations.) 
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The spectral sequence (3.7.4) gives rise in particular to an exact sequence 

(3.7.5) 0 Ext l 
M 

'U,OxdP(V)) Extg< ( Indf U,V) HomM(? / , f i1Ordp(y) ) 

Ext2M [U,OidP(V)) Ext2G(lnd±U,V). 

As we noted in Remark 3.7.3, there is a natural injection 

JR1Ordp(F) J^OrdpfV) , 

and so from (3.7.5) we obtain an exact sequence 

(3.7.6) 0 E x t ^ ( t / , 0 r d P ( V ) ) Ext^(Indf U,V) • H o m M ( C / , i / 1 O r d P ( y ) ) 

which one can combine with a computat ion of i f 1 O r d p (V) in various cases to obtain 

an upper bound on the size of E x t ^ ( I n d § C / , y ) . 

3.7.7. Remark. — The maps in (3.7.6) have a concrete interpretation. Given an ex
tension of locally admissible smooth M-representations 

0 Ordp (V) E U 0, 

applying the exact functor I n d ^ yields an extension of smooth G-representations 

0 Ind G 
P OvdP(V) Ind G 

P E Ind G 
P u 0 

which we may push forward along the canonical map Ind^Ordp(Vr) —• V to obtai 
an extension 

0 V E' Ind G 
P 

u 0. 

Thus we have constructed a map 

EM! l 
'M 

(C7,OrdP(y)) Ext JG (detn£)v 

which, up to a sign, coincides with the first non-trivial arrow in (3.7.6). 
On the other hand, given an extension 

0 V E' Ind G 
P u 0 

of locally admissible smooth G-representations, we may apply the S-functor H'Ordp 

to obtain an exact sequence 

0 OidP(V) Oidp(E') w c x O r d P ( I n d ^ t / ) 5 w x c F 1 O r d p ( F ) 

In particular, the boundary map 5 yields a map 

Ordp (Ind G 
P U) w x c H ^ r d p i V ) . 

Composing this with the canonical isomorphism U Ordp(Ind^CZ) of [10, 

Cor. 4.3.5] we obtain an M-equivariant map U —> i f1 Ordp (V). Thus we have 

constructed a map 

Ext l 
G 

md G 
P u,v HoniM U^H1 OidP [V) 

which, up to a sign, coincides with the second non-trivial arrow in (3.7.6). 
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3.7.8. Remark. — An unfortunate complication in studying the homological algebra 
of admissible smooth G-representations is tha t there are (at least) three relevant 
categories in which one might compute the Ext spaces of a pair of admissible smooth 
representations: namely Modgim(A), Mod^adm(A), and Modgn(A) (in the first, via 
Yoneda Exts, and in the second and third either via Yoneda Exts, or equivalently, 
via derived functors). While working in the first of these categories might seem to 
be the most natural choice, working in the second has the advantage of put t ing at 
ones disposal the formalism of derived functors (since, by Proposition 2.1.1, it has 
enough injectives), and certain useful results, such as Frobenius reciprocity, are most 
naturally available when one works in the category of all smooth representations. It 
follows from [10, Prop. 2.2.13] tha t one obtains the same value of Ext1 , no mat ter 
which of the three categories one computes in. One might hope tha t this is t rue for 
all Ext*, but one does not know this at present. Thus we will be careful below to 
specify in which categories any values of Ext2 (i > 1) are computed. 

4. T h e case of GL2(QP) 

In this section we set G := GL/2(Qp), and we work in the category Mod£dm(fc), 
where k is a finite field of characteristic p. We take P (resp. P) to be the Borel 
subgroup of G consisting of upper triangular (resp. lower triangular) matrices, so tha t 
M is the maximal torus consisting of diagonal matrices. We will compute H*Ordp(V) 
for all absolutely irreducible objects V of this category, and then, as an application, 
we will compute the spaces Ext^(Vi,V2) for various pairs of absolutely irreducible 
objects Vi,V2. As we remarked in the introduction, similar computations have been 
performed by Breuil and Paskunas [4] (who in fact consider the case of GL2(F) for 
any finite extension F of Qp) and Colmez [6], using different methods. Furthermore, 
in [15] Paskunas completes the computation of the spaces Ex t^ (Vi , V2) for absolutely 
irreducible V\ and V2 (at least for p > 2), by treating the cases when V\ is supersingular 
and V2 is supersingular or a twist of the Steinberg (cases which are not treated here, 
nor in [4] or [6].) 

4 . 1 . A b s o l u t e l y irreducible representa t ions . — We begin with some generali
ties regarding irreducible and absolutely irreducible admissible smooth representations 
of a p-adic analytic group H over the finite field A:. 

4.1.1. Lemma. — If H is ap-adic analytic group and V is a non-zero irreducible object 

ofModadm(k), then Endfc[#](V) is a finite field extension ofk. 

Proof. — If V is irreducible, then in particular it is finitely generated, and hence 

(being smooth) is generated by VH° for some compact open subgroup H0 of V. Thus 

restriction induces an embedding Endfc[#](V.) c—> Endk(VH°). Since V is admissible, 

the space VH° is finite dimensional over k, and hence the target of the above em

bedding is finite dimensional. Thus Endk[H}(V) is finite dimensional k. It is also a 

division ring (since V is irreducible), and thus is a finite dimensional division algebra 
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over k. Since k is finite, so is Endk^(V), and so it is in fact commutative, and hence 
is a field. • 

4.1.2. Lemma. — If H is a p-adic analytic group, and V is an irreducible admissible 
smooth representation of H over k, then for any field extension I of k, the H-repre
sentation I <8>k V is a direct sum of finitely many irreducible H -representations over I, 
and the natural map I ®k Endfc[#](F) —> Endjr#](/ <g)fc V) is an isomorphism. 

Proof. — Since V is irreducible, it is in particular finitely generated over k[H], and 
so the functor H o m ^ / j ^ V , - ) commutes with the formation of inductive limits with 
respect to an inductive system having injective transition maps. Thus we see tha t 

Honing] (I ]k VA kV) HomfcrH](V,Z kV) I k Homk[H](V,V), 

proving the second claim of the lemma. 
Now suppose tha t W is an Zfifl-submodule of I ®fc V. The inclusion of W into 

I induces an / < k Endfcf^i(V)-linear embedding 

(4.1.3) HomfcrH] {V,W) Komk[H](V,l V) I ]k Endfc[H](V). 

Tensoring on the right with V over Endfc[H](V), we obtain an /[if]-linear map 

(4.1.4) Homfc[H](V; W) ®Endk[H](v) V -» I <g)fc Endk[H]{V) ®Endk[H](v) V ^ I ®k V, 

which is again an embedding, since by the previous lemma Endk[H](V) is a field. The 
image of this map is precisely the image of the natural evaluation map 

(4.1.5) Eomk[H](V,W) Endk[H](V V w. 

Since / ®fc V is semi-simple as a k [H]-represent at ion, and is in fact just a direct sum 
of copies of the irreducible representation V, we see tha t as a A;[^-representation, W 
is also isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of V. Hence (4.1.5) is surjective, and thus 
the image of (4.1.4) is equal to W. Thus we may factor (4.1.4) as 

(4.1.6; Komk[H](V,W) Endk[H](V) V w I >kV. 

Since k is finite, and so separable, the /-algebra / <g>k Endk^(V) is separable, and 
so (4.1.3) must split as a map of /0fcEndfc[/f](Vr)-modules. Thus the embedding (4.1.4) 
must be split as a map of l[H]-modules. A consideration of (4.1.6) then shows tha t 
W must be a direct summand of / ®fc V as an /[i/J-module. 

Clearly, if Wi C W2 is a strict inclusion of /[iJ]-submodules of I <S>k V, then 
we have a corresponding inclusion Hoirifc[#](V, W\) C B.omk[H]{V, W2) of ideals in 
/ (g)̂  Endfc[#](V), which, by a consideration of (4.1.6), is seen to also be strict. Since 
Z<8>fcEndfc[ij](V) is a finite dimensional /-algebra, any strictly increasing chain of ideals 
in this algebra is of some uniformly bounded length. Another consideration of (4.1.6) 
then shows tha t any strictly increasing chain of Z[#]-submodules of / ®& V must be 
of finite length. Combining this with the conclusion of the preceding paragraph, we 
infer tha t / 0 ^ V is indeed the direct sum of finitely many irreducible l[H]-modules, 
completing the proof of the lemma. • 
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4.1.7. Lemma. — Let H be a p-adic analytic group. If V is a non-zero irreducible 
object ofMod^m(k), then the following are equivalent: 

1. Endk[H](V) = k. 
2. l(&kV is irreducible (as a representation of H overt) for any finite field extension 

I ofk. 
3. / ®fc V is irreducible (as a representation of H over I) for any field extension I 

ofk. 

Proof. — Suppose tha t (1) holds, and tha t I is an extension of k. Lemma 4.1.2 implies 
tha t I <S>k y is a semi-simple representation of H over /, and tha t Endj[#](Z <S>k V) = I. 
It follows tha t in fact I <S>k V is irreducible, and thus tha t (3) holds. 

On the other hand, if (1) does not hold, then Lemma 4.1.1 shows tha t Endk[H](V) is 
a proper finite extension I of k. Lemma 4.1.2 then shows tha t End/[#](Z(g>fc V) = /<8>fcZ, 
which is not a field. Thus (2) does not hold either. Since clearly (3) implies (2), the 
lemma follows. • 

4.1.8. Definition. — If H is a p-adic analytic group, then we say tha t an object V of 
Mod#m(A;) is absolutely irreducible if it is irreducible, and furthermore satisfies the 
equivalent conditions of Lemma 4.1.7. 

The following lemma shows tha t the study of irreducible admissible smooth rep
resentations may always be reduced to the study of absolutely irreducible ones by 
making a finite extension of scalars. 

4.1.9. Lemma. — If V is an irreducible object ofModHdam(k), then there is a finite 
extension I of k such I <8>k V is a finite direct sum of absolutely irreducible objects of 
Mod^m(l). 

Proof. — If we write I = Endk[H](V), then Lemma 4.1.1 shows tha t I is a finite 
extension of k, and Lemma 4.1.2 shows tha t I Ok V is a semi-simple ^- representa t ion 
and tha t End—> l<S>kl- Now Z(g>fcZ —> J\i h, where each li is an isomorphic 
copy of /. We conclude tha t / <g)fe V = J\i ^ where each Vi is irreducible and satisfies 
Endi[H](Vi) = I. Thus each Vi is in fact absolutely irreducible, and the lemma is 
proved. • 

We now recall a result from [1], which provides a (partial) classification of the 
absolutely irreducible objects of Modadm(k). (Recall tha t G := GL2(QP).) 

4.1.10. Proposition. — If V is a non-zero absolutely irreducible object of Mod^m(k)} 
then V has precisely one of the following forms: 

1. V I n d f Xi ® X2> where %i ^ X2 ore distinct characters Q* kx that are 
uniquely determined by V. 

2. V (x ° det) ® St, where St denotes the Steinberg representation and 
X : Qp ~+ kx is a uniquely determined character. 

3. V ^ > x ° det for some uniquely determined character \ Qp —> kx. 
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4. V is super singular, which is to say, V is neither a quotient nor a subobject of 
any representation of the form Ind^U, with U an object o/Mod1i{adrn(/c). 

Proof — The paper [1] is set in a slightly different context to the one tha t we are 
working in; they classify smooth irreducible representations over the algebraically 
closed field k which furthermore admit a central character. 

If V is an absolutely irreducible object of Moda^im(A:), then Lemma 4.1.7 (1) implies 
tha t V admits a central character, while par t (3) of the same lemma implies tha t fc®fc V 
remains irreducible. The results of [1] then imply tha t precisely one of the following 
holds: 

(1') k <8>k V —> I n d ^ x i ® X2> where x i X2 are distinct characters Q* —• k* tha t 
are uniquely determined by V. 

(2') k ®k V ^ + (x o det) 0 St, where St denotes the Steinberg representation and 
X : Qp ~* k* is a uniquely determined character. 

(3') k <g>fc V ^ + x ° det for some uniquely determined character \ Qp ~~* . 
(4;) k <S>k V is supersingular, which is to say, V is neither a quotient nor a subobject 

of any representation of the form Ind^xi ® X2 for any pair of characters xi> X2 -
Qxp kx 

Since in each of cases (1;), (2;), and (3') the characters are uniquely determined, a 
simple descent argument then shows tha t in fact these characters take values in kx, 
and tha t V satisfies the corresponding condition (1), (2), or (3) of the Proposition. 

Suppose then tha t k 0^ V satisfies condition (4'), and consider a map 

I n d f E7 V 

where U lies in Mod^ m(A:); we will show tha t this map necessarily vanishes. Since 
U is the inductive limit of finitely generated admissible smooth M-representations, 
and since parabolic induction commutes with the formation of inductive limits, it is 
no loss of generality to assume tha t U is fact finitely generated and admissible, and 
hence finite dimensional (since M is a torus). Extending scalars to k, we obtain a 
map 

(4.1.11) Indf(Â )fc U) k VK 

and it suffices to show tha t (4.1.11) vanishes. Since k<S>k U is finite dimensional repre
sentation of M over fc, it is a successive extension of characters, and thus lnd^(k<S)k U) 
is a successive extension of inductions of characters. The vanishing of (4.1.11) thus 
follows from condition (4;). 

A similar argument shows tha t any map V —• Ind^f / , with U an object of 
Mod^dm(A;), must vanish. Thus if k 0 ^ V satisfies condition (4/), then V satisfies 
condition (4) of the lemma. • 

4.1.12. Remark. — The absolutely irreducible supersingular representations are com
pletely classified in [3], but we will not need this classification for our computations. 
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4 .2 . C o m p u t a t i o n s of H*Ordp(V), — Fix a ring of coefficients A in Art(Zp), 
with residue field k. Suppose tha t U is a locally admissible smooth representation of 
M over A. We may also regard U as a P-representation via the natural surjection 
P -> P/N M. We equip tf*m(N,A) with the P-action described in [10, §4.1], 
and equip <^csrn(iV, A) ®A U with the tensor product P-action (making it a smooth 
P-representation). 

4.2.1. Remark. — There is a natural isomorphism of P-representations 

(4.2.2) tf*m(N,A) AU c—Ind p 
M U. 

To construct this isomorphism, note first tha t restricting functions from P to N 
induces an isomorphism 

(4.2.3) c—Ind [M sd < m ( i V , U). 

Secondly, there is a natural isomorphism 

(4.2.4) sd sm 
sd 

{N,A) AU sd sm 
sc (N,U). 

Composing the inverse of (4.2.3) with (4.2.4) yields the desired isomorphism (4.2.2). 

We let w denote the involution of M induced by the non-trivial element of the Weyl 
group of M in G; concretely, w (g Qd) :— ( q a )• If ^ is an M-representation, we let Uw 
denote the twist of the representation U by w, i.e. the Uw has the same underlying 

u uw 
A-module as U, and writing • to denote the action on U, and • to denote the action 

uw u 
on Uwi we have m • u := w(m) • u for all m G M and u G U. 

If Xi>X2 : Qp —• Ax are two smooth characters, we write \i ® X2 to denote the 
character of M defined by ( x i 0 X 2 ) (§ 2) :~ Xi(a)X2(^)- If OLu • M —> Ax denotes the 
character defined in Subsection 3.6, then au = E O E-1 where e denotes the cyclotomic 
character (thought of as taking values in A): concretely, 

tf*m(N,A) dd sd 
sd 

sd 
sd 

A*, 

where the first arrow is given by projection onto the second factor, and the second 
arrow arises from the fact tha t A is a Zp-algebra. 

4.2.5. Proposition. — If U is a locally admissible smooth M-representation over A, 
then there are isomorphisms: 

(4.2.6) Ordp(U VT{N,A)) U, 

(4.2.7) Oidp(U) = 0, 

(4.2.8) Hl(NQ,V Vr(N,A)) 0, 

and 

(4.2.9) tf*m(N,A) tf*m(N,A) U, 
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Proof. — The isomorphism (4.2.6) is constructed in [10, Prop. 4.2.7]. The isomor
phism (4.2.7) follows from the fact tha t if ra G M + is chosen so tha t mNom"1 is 
strictly contained in AT0, then the operator fcjv0,m is locally nilpotent on U. The 
isomorphism (4.2.8) follows from the isomorphism of TVo-representations 

tf*m(N,A) 

neN/No 

tf*m(N,A)tf*m(N 

while the isomorphism (4.2.9) follows from (3.6.5). • 

4.2.10. Corollary. — For any locally admissible smooth representation U of M over A, 
there are isomorphisms OrdP(Ind§C7) U and f f1OrdP( Ind^ i7 ) {au)-1®Uw. 

Proof. — Let G = PN \J Pw denote the Bruhat decomposition of G. (Here w denotes 
some representative of the non-trivial element of the Weyl group of M in G, e.g. one 
can take w = (Ç J) . ) Evaluation of elements of Ind^C/ at w yields a P-equivariant 
surjection 

Tnd E V uw, 

where P acts on Uw via the natural quotient map P —* M. The kernel of this surjection 
is precisely ( Ind^[ / ) ( iV) , the P-invariant submodule of Ind^f / consisting of functions 
whose support lies in PN. As noted in [10, §4.1], there is a P-equivariant isomorphism 

tf*m(N,A) <aU (Ind d 
d 

:U)(N). 

Altogether, we find tha t as a P-representation, Ind-p U sits in a short exact sequence 

(4.2.11) 0 <*fcsm(JV,A) (N,A) Ind G 
P TT JJW 0. 

Applying O r d p , and taking into account its left exactness, together with the isomor
phisms (4.2.6) and (4.2.7), we find tha t 

O r d p (Ind G 
p U) u, 

while forming the long exact sequence of continuous iV0-cohomology, and taking 
into account the isomorphisms (4.2.8) and (4.2.9), we find tha t H 1{NQ,IndfpU) 
vtf*m(N,A) uw and thus also tha t 

H1 O r d p (Ind d 
fd 

CT fa14)-1 Uw. 

This proves the corollary. • 

4.2.12. Theorem. — Let V be an absolutely irreducible admissible representation of G 
over k. (Recall that these are classified by Proposition 4.1.10.) 

1. IfV —> I n d ^ x i 0 X2, for a pair of smooth characters x i , Xi : Qp —• &x > then 

OrdP(V) x i ® X2, while H^rdpiV) ^ X2S-1 <8> Xië. 

2. / / F (x o det) 0 St, for some smooth character x : Qp kx, then 

OrdP{V) ^ x ® X, tofcfle Jff1Ordp(Vr) = 0. 
3. if V x ° det for some smooth character x ' Qp —> kx, then O r d p ( V ) = 0, 

while HlOxdP(V) = x ® X-
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4. If V is a supersingular absolutely irreducible admissible smooth representation 

ofG, then OrdP(V) H^rdpiV) 0 

Proof — Claim (1) is a special case of Corollary 4.2.10. By definition, the represen

tat ion (x o det) <g> St sits in the short exact sequence 

0 X o det Ind f x X (X o det) St 0. 

Comparing this with the short exact sequence (4.2.11) (in the case when U = x ® x)> 

we find tha t St -^-> (x ® x) ®A <£%m(N,k) as P-representations. Thus claim (2) 

follows from Proposition 4.2.5. As a P-representation, the representation x ° det is 

isomorphic to the M-representation x ® X- Thus claim (3) also follows from Proposi

tion 4.2.5. Claim (4) follows from Proposition 3.6.2, and the adjointness properties of 

V i—• Ordp(V) and V i—> Vjy. (Recall from Proposition 4.1.10 (4) tha t if V is super-

singular, then it is neither a subrepresentation of nor a quotient of a representation 

induced from P or P.) • 

4.2.13. Remark. — If V is supersingular, then, using the description of V in terms 

of (</?, R)-modules provided by [2, Thm. 2.2.1], one can show tha t in fact iJ1(A^0,Vr) 

(which up to a twist is isomorphic to the space of iVo-coinvariants VN0) vanishes for 

any compact open subgroup iVo of N. 

Thus we see tha t for any absolutely irreducible object V of Mod^m(A) the natural 

surjection VN0 —> VN is in fact an isomorphism. It then follows tha t this surjection 

is an isomorphism for any object V of Mod^adm(A). Indeed, beginning with the 

absolutely irreducible case, one uses Lemma 4.1.9 to extend to the irreducible case, 

and then proceeds by induction on length to prove it for any finite length object. 

Since any object Mod^adm(A) is the inductive limit of finitely generated admissible 

- and hence finite length [10, Thm. 2.3.8] - objects, and since the formation of 

coinvariants commutes with the formation of inductive limits, we conclude tha t it 

holds for arbitrary such V. We don' t know whether or not the analogous result holds 

for other groups G. 

We conclude this subsection by presenting an application of the preceding compu

tations. 

4.2.14. Proposition. — Let V be an object of Mod^m(A) which is faithful as an 

A-module, and for which k <S)A V I n d ^ X i ® X2> where XnX.2 : Qxp~* kx are 

smooth characters for which XiX^1 =1,e Then V I n d ^ x i ® X2> where Xi and 

X2 o,re lifts ofxi one? X2 t° smooth characters Qx —* Ax. 

Proof — We prove this by induction on the length of A. Let m denote the maximal 

ideal of A, let A[xa] denote the ideal in A consisting of elements annihilated by m (note 

tha t is it non-zero, since A is Artinian), and let / C A be the ideal generated by some 

non-zero element a G A[m]. By our inductive hypothesis, there is an isomorphism 

V/IV Ind^xi®X2> f°r some lifts xi> X2 °f Xi and X2 t ° OV-0X-valued characters. 

Since V is a faithful A-module, IV / 0, and thus IV I n d ^ X i ® X2- (The latter 
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representation is irreducible, since Xi ^ X2 by assumption.) Thus V sits in the short 
exact sequence 

(4.2.15) 0 Ind g 
p Xi X2 V Ind 

G 
p 

X'1 X2 0. 

Applying H'Ordp to (4.2.15), and taking into account Corollary 4.2.10, we obtain 
the exact sequence 

(4.2.16) 0 Xi >X2 OrdP(V) Xi X2 X2£ 1 tf*mx) 

Since x i ^ X2^-1 by assumption, we find tha t the final arrow in (4.2.16) vanishes, 
and thus tha t Ordp(V) is an extension of x i ® X2 Dv Xi ® Xi- Now consider the 
commutative diagram 

0 Ind 1 
d •Xi X2 Ind G 

P Ordp(V) Ind p Xi X2 0 

0 glh P Xi X2 V Ind P x i swds 0, 

induced by the adjointness between O r d p ( F ) and Indp . Since the outer two vertical 

arrows are isomorphisms, so is the middle isomorphism. We conclude tha t Ordp (V) 

is given by an Ax -valued character x i ® X2> and tha t Ind^xi ® X2 —* V. • 

4.2.17. Remark. — The preceding result shows tha t if Xi>X2 : Qp kx are smooth 

characters for which XiX.21 ^ i? 1E-1 ? then the map from the deformation functor of 

Xi X2 to the deformation functor of Ind-p \ \ ®X2 induced by Indp is an equivalence. 

4 .3 . E x t e n s i o n c o m p u t a t i o n s . — In this subsection we let k denote a finite field 

of characteristic p. Our goal is to compute the spaces Ex t^ (Vi , V2), where V\ and V2 
are absolutely irreducible objects of Mod^m(k). We do this for every possible choice 

of Vi and V2 other than for the cases when V\ and Vi are both supersingular, when V\ 

is a character and V2 is a twist of Steinberg or supersingular (although we do t reat the 

extensions of a character by Steinberg in one particular case, originally considered by 

Colmez - see the second isomorphism of claim (2) of Proposition 4.3.22), and when 

V\ is a supersingular and V2 is a twist of Steinberg. We also omit certain cases when 

V\ is a twist of Steinberg and V2 is a character when p = 2 or 3. Breuil and Paskunas, 

and Colmez, have each found a different approach to many of the Ext calculations 

tha t we make; see Remark 4.3.35 below. 

Our basic tool will be the exact sequence (3.7.5), together with the computat ions 

of the preceding subsection, and of course Corollary 3.12 of [11], verifying tha t Con

jecture 3.7.2 holds in our context, which we will apply without further mention. We 

also require some additional technical computations which we have relegated to an 
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appendix. W We will also exploit the short exact sequence 

( 4 . 3 . 1 ) 0 X o det Inc G 
P X >x (X ° det) St 0, 

which gives rise to an exact sequence 

(4.3.2) HoniG(x o det, V) Ex1 l 
G 

(x ° det) St,K 

Ext d 
d 

(Ind G 
P X df ,V) Ext l 

G 
(Xodet,F), 

for any object V of Mod^ m(fc). Finally, we will utilize the following lemmas: 

4.3.3. Lemma. — If V is an object ofMods^(k)} and W is an object ofModj?(k), 

then there are natural isomorphisms 

Ext£(V ,W0 Ext^(dffV,Indf W). 

(Here the Ext spaces are computed in Modj?(k) and Mods^1(k), respectively.) 

Proof. — If W I* is an injective resolution in Mod^(fc) , then Ind^W ^ I n d f J* 

is an injective resolution in Mod^n(fc). (Indeed, the functor I n d ^ is right adjoint to 

the exact forgetful functor Modgn(A:) —> Mod|^(fc), and hence preserves injectives, 

and is furthermore exact [10, Prop. 4 . 1 . 5 ] . ) The adjunction property of Ind^ gives an 

isomorphism H o m p ( V , / * ) HOHIG(V , I n d ^ / * ) . Passing to cohomology, and taking 

into account the preceding discussion, we obtain the isomorphism in the statement of 

the lemma. • 

4.3.4. Lemma. — / / V\ and V2 are smooth P-representation over k, with V\ being 
finite-dimensional over k, then restricting from P to M induces an isomorphism 
Homp(Vi ,V2) —+ HoniM(Vi,V^), and consequently an embedding Extp(Vi , V2) ^ 
Ext]Vf(Vri, V2). (Here the Ext1 spaces are computed in the categories of smooth repre
sentations over k.) 

Proof. — Let <t> G H O U I M ^ I , V2). Since V\ and 4>(V\) are both finite-dimensional 
smooth representations of P , we may find a compact open subgroup N\ of N which 
acts trivially on each of V\ and (j)(Vi). The map <j> is then both M-equivariant and 
Ai-equivariant. Since M and N\ together generate P , the map <f> is in fact P-equiv-
ariant. This proves the first s tatement of the lemma. The claim regarding Ext spaces 
follows, either by a general argument with 5-functors, or more directly by noting tha t 
any M-equivariant section to an extension of V\ by V2 is then necessarily P-equivari-
ant. • 

(i) In an earlier version of this paper, these computations were quite extensive, and were largely 
necessitated by the fact that we didn't know Conjecture 3.7.2, and so were forced to rely on the weaker 
exact sequence (3.7.6), rather than (3.7.5). With the results of [11] available, this complication has 
been obviated, and the computations of the appendix have become correspondingly shorter and 
comparatively less technical. 
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4.3.5. Lemma. — / / V\ and V2 are two objects of ModsJi(k), and if V\ is finite-
dimensional over k, then the restriction map Horrid(Vi,V2) —* H o m p ( V i , l ^ ) is an 
isomorphism, and consequently, the restriction map E x t ^ V i , ^ ) —• Extp(Vi,V2) 
(in which the Horn and Ext spaces are computed in the categories Mod^n(fc) and 
Mod^?1(A;) respectively) is injective. 

Proof. — This can be proved in a similar manner to the preceding lemma. (In par
ticular, the claim regarding Ext1 spaces follows formally from the claim regarding 
Horn spaces.) Namely, let (p 6 Homp(Vi , 1^). Since V\ is finite-dimensional over A;, 
so is (f>(Vi), and so there is some open subgroup Go of G which fixes bo th V\ and 
4>(V\) element-wise. The map 0 is then both Go and P-equivariant. Since Go and P 
generate G as a group, we see tha t 4> 1S m fact G-equivariant. 

Alternatively, one can argue directly from (an obvious variant, with P replaced by 
P , of) the preceding lemma: if <j> is P-equivariant, then it is in particular M-equiv-
ariant, and hence also P-equivariant. Since P and P generated G, we see tha t 0 is 
G-equivariant, as claimed. • 

4.3.6. Remark. — The main theorem of [14] shows tha t the analogue of the preceding 

result holds for any absolutely irreducible object V\ of Modgim(/c) which is not a twist 
of St. 

We also have the following variant of Lemma 4.3.4. 

4.3.7. Lemma. — If Wi and W2 are two objects of Mod^fc) that are finite dimen
sional over k, then restriction from P to M induces isomorphisms 

Ext*P twuw2) • Ext i (WUW2). 

for 0 < i < 2. (In the source, the Ext space is computed in the category Mods™(k), 
and Wi and W2 are regarded as P-representations via the surjection P —• M , while 
in the target, the Ext space is computed in Mod^1(A:).) 

Proof. — When i = 0 this is a special case of Lemma 4.3.4. To t reat the case when 
¿ = 1, note tha t Lemma 4.3.8 below shows tha t N acts trivially on W\ and W2, and 
on any extension of W\ by W2 in the category Mod^n(/c). Thus computing extensions 
of W\ by W2 as P-representations is the same as computing extensions of W\ by W2 
as M — P/7V-representations. 

The argument in the case when i — 2 is slightly more involved. (We also note 
t ha t this case is required only in Section A. l of the appendix.) We begin by showing 
tha t if V is a finite-dimensional representation of M over /c, regarded as a P-repre-
sentation by having N act trivially, then the inflation map Hl(M, V) —> Hl(P, V) is 
an isomorphism. Indeed, by the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for continuous 
cohomology, it suffices to verify tha t Hl(N, V) = 0 for i > 0 when V is regarded as a 
trivial iV-representation. 

Of course there is an isomorphism Qp ^ > AT; for each j > 0, write Nj to denote 
the image of p~JZP under this isomorphism. We then have tha t N = [j Nj, and for 
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each i > 1 there is a short exact sequence 

0 R1 lira 
3 

tf*m(N,A) V) WIN, V) lim 
3 

tf*m(N,A) V) 0. 

Since each Hl 1(Nj,V) is finite-dimensional (as V is), the projective system of 
JJi-1(iV7-,Vr) satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, and so R1 M f f * " 1 ^ , V) = 0. 

3 
Thus in fact i?'(iV, V) -^U Umif '(JVj, V) . Now Hi(Nj,V) = 0 if i > 1, and thus 

J 
Hl(N, V) = 0 for such z. On the other hand, ^(Nj^V) = Homcont(A^-, V) V 
(since iV, and so iV^, acts trivially on V). As [ N P + 1 : Nj] = p , we see tha t the 
transition map iJ1(iV7+1, V) —> Hl(Nj, V) vanishes (since V is a vector space, and 
k has characteristic p)\ thus in fact HX(N, V) — 0 as well. 

We now return to proving tha t the map E x t p ( W i , W 2 ) —• Ext^- (Wi ,W2) is an 
isomorphism. Since W1 is finite-dimensional, we see tha t if W± denotes the contra-
gredient representation to W1, then there is a commutative diagram 

Extp W1 W2) ExtJ, W1 W2) 

Extp(l )L,WiV W2) tf*m(N,A) tf*m(N,A) W2). 

Thus it suffices to consider the case when W\ is the trivial representation. 
Now consider the diagram 

E x t ^ d , W2) • HoniM (V W2) E x t L ( l , W2) 

H2(M W2) • HoniM (V w2) H2(M, W2), 

where the first horizontal arrows are given by inflation from M to P , the second 
horizontal arrows are given by restriction from P to M , and the vertical arrows are 
given by (2.2.1). Composing either the upper or lower horizontal arrows yields the 
identity, and we showed above tha t the first of the lower horizontal arrows is an 
isomorphism. Thus both lower horizontal arrows are isomorphisms. On the other 
hand, it follows from Corollary 2.2.4 tha t the vertical arrows are injective. Prom 
these facts we conclude tha t the upper horizontal arrows are injective; since they 
compose to give the identity, they must be isomorphisms. This completes the proof 
of the lemma for i = 2. • 

The following lemma is proved in [6, Lem. 111.1.3]. For the reader's convenience, 
we give a proof here. 

4.3.8. Lemma. — Any smooth N-action on a finite-dimensional k-vector space is triv
ial. 
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Proof. — Suppose that W is finite-dimensional over k and equipped with a smooth 
TV-action. Write N = | J ^ > wnere eacn Nl is a compact open subgroup. Since Nl 
is in particular pro-p, we see that WN* ^ 0. Since W is finite-dimensional, we find 
that WN = p\WNt ^ 0. (A nested intersection of non-zero subspaces of a finite-
dimensional space is non-zero.) Thus, proceeding by induction, we find that the 
Jordan-Holder factors of W, as iV-representation, are copies of the trivial represen
tation. The lemma then follows from the fact that 

ExtJv(l,l) H\N,l) Homcont(TV, k) 0. 

(Here the isomorphism is provided by Proposition 2.2.2, the first equality is the stan
dard description of H1 with coefficients in the trivial representations as a space of 
homomorphisms, and the second equality holds since N is a divisible group, while k 
is of characteristic p.) • 

We also have the following closely related lemma. 

4.3.9. Lemma. — Any smooth SL2(QP)-action on a finite-dimensional k-vector space 
is trivial. 

Proof. — If V is a finite-dimensional fc-vector space equipped with a smooth 
SL2(Qp)-action, then there exists an open subgroup H of SL2(QP) which acts triv
ially on V. Since by the preceding lemma N also acts trivially on V, and N and 
H together generate SL2(QP), the present lemma follows. (Alternatively, one can 
combine the preceding lemma with its obvious analogue for TV to conclude that 
both N and N act trivially on V, and then note that N and N together generate 
SL2(QP).) • 

4.3.10. Lemma. — If a, a', /3, ft : Q* —> kx are smooth characters, then 
ExtlM(a <S> (3,af ® /3') = 0 for all i > 0, unless a — a' and (3 = ft. (Here the 
Ext* are computed in the category Mod^(fc).) 

Proof. — Since M is commutative, for any two smooth M-representations U and V, 
there is a natural M-action on the space H o n i M ^ V) (induced by the M-action on 
either U or V), and hence (by passing to derived functors) a natural M-action on 
Ext^(C/, V), for each i > 0. If now we take U = a® (3 and V = af 0 /?', we see that 
this M-action is simultaneously given by the character a (g) /3 and by the character 
a! 0 ft. Thus, unless these characters coincide, the space ExtlM(a 0 /3, a' (8) ft) must 
vanish. • 

4.3.11. Remark. — We also remark that if a,(3 : Q* —> kx are smooth characters, so 
that a (g) ¡3 is a smooth character of M, then 

ExtL(a 3,a B) Ext^( l , l ) HX(M, 1 Homcont(M,l), 

by Proposition 2.2.2. 
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We are now ready to begin our calculation of Ext spaces for G-representations. 
We present the calculations in a series of propositions. We begin with the case of 
extensions by a principal series. 

4.3.12. Proposition. — Let \ '• Qp —> kx be a smooth character. 

1 . IfXi ® X2 ^ X ® X, then Ext^(lndfxi ® X2, (x ° det) ® St) = 0. 
2. Tftere zs a natural isomorphism 

ExtL(x x ,x 'X) Ext^(lnd p X ' X, (X ° det) St) 

Proof. — This is a direct application of (3 .7 .5 ) , setting U = xi ® X2 and 
V = (X ° det) St, and taking into account part (2) of Theorem 4 . 2 . 1 2 . 

4.3.13. Proposition. — Let x - Qp —> kx be a smooth character. 

1- If Xi ® X2 = X^"1 ® *ê, tfcen Ext^( lndf xi ® X2, (x ° det)) = 0. 
2. TAe space Ext^(lnd^x^_1 ® X^J (x ° det)) is one-dimensional. 

Proof. — These claims follow directly from (3 .7 .5 ) , together with part (3) of Theo
rem 4 . 2 . 1 2 . • 

43.14. Proposition. — The space Ext^(Ind^xi ® X2>^) vanishes for any pair of 
smooth characters X15X2 ' Qp —> kx, and any supersingular absolutely irreducible 
admissible smooth representation V of G over k. 

Proof — This follows directly from (3 .7 .5) (taking U — xi ® X2), together with 
part (4) of Theorem 4 . 2 . 1 2 . • 

4.3.15. Proposition. — Let X11X2 • Qp —> kx be a pair of smooth characters. 

1 . I/xî,x'2 Qxp kx is a second pair of smooth characters, then 

Ext .1 
JG 

(Ind d 
d •Xi X2, Ind G 

SDP sd X2) 

vanishes unless either xi = Xi and X2 = X21 or e^se Xi Xf2£ 1 andx2 XIË. 

2. / /Xi / X2^ S tten 

Ext^(Ind G 
P Xi X2,Ind lp X2£ Xi*0 

zs one-dimensional over k. 
3. / / either xi ^ X2^_1 or p ^ 2, then the natural map 

Ext 1 
M 

(Xi X2,Xl X2) Ext 1 
G 

(Ind G 
P Xi X2,Ind 

G 
P Xi X2) 

gzven 6t/ applying Ind^ ¿5 an isomorphism. 

4. If p = 2 and xi = X2 (= X2^-1) , ^ e n £/ie natural map 

Ext .1 
'M 

(Xi X2,Xl X2) Ex1 1 (Ind FXi X2,Ind 
G 
P Xl Y2) 

gz'ven by applying Indp- zs injective, with a one-dimensional cokernel. 
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Proof. — We apply the exact sequence (3.7.5), taking U to be xi ® X2, and V to be 
Ind^xi ® X2- Taking into account Theorem 4.2.12 (1), we obtain an exact sequence 

(4.3.16) 0 E x t ^ O a X2,Xl x'o) Ext l c find G 
P Xi X 2, Ind 

G 
P xi X2) 

HomM(xi X2,X2^ 1 Xiê) Ext .2 
'Ad (Xi >X2,Xl xi) 

Ext 2 
G (Ind-G 

P Xi X2, Ind G 
P 

X1 X2)-

Claim (1) is now seen to follow immediately from the exactness of (4.3.16) together 
with Lemma 4.3.10. 

If we set xi = X2^_1 and x2 — Xî > and assume that xi Xi (or equivalently, 
that X2 X2), then the exact sequence (4.3.16), together with Lemma 4.3.10, gives 
rise to an isomorphism 

EX1 1 
G 

find G 
P Xi X2, Ind G X2£ 1 Xi<0 HomM(Xi X2,Xl »X2), 

whose target is one-dimensional. This establishes claim (2). 
If we set xi — Xi and x'2 = X2, then the exact sequence (4.3.16) includes the 

subsequence 

0 ExtL(xi X2,Xl X2) Ext 1 
G 

(Ind LP Xi X2,Ind 
G 
P Xi X2J 

HomM(xi X2,X2 p-1 >Xi£)-

If in addition Xi 7̂  X2£_1 (or equivalently, X2 ^ Xî )> we nnd that the last term 
in this exact sequence vanishes, and so claim (3) follows in this case. To complete 
the proof of (3), suppose that p ^ 2 and that Xi = X2^_1- In this case the exact 
sequence (4.3.16) takes the form 

(4.3.17) 0 E x t U x X£,X X£) Ext SD SDS SD 
S X X£; Ind G 

P X X*) 

HomM (x X€, R1 Ordp (Ind G 
P X Xë) Ext 2 

M 
X ,̂X xe 

Ext .2 
JG 

Ind-i X ye, Ind G 
P X x*0. 

We show in Subsection A.l of the appendix that the final arrow in this exact se
quence is not injective. On the other hand, we have shown in Theorem 4.2.12 that 
P1Ordp(Ind^x®X^) is one-dimensional, and so we conclude that the first non-trivial 
arrow in (4.3.17) is an isomorphism, as required. 

We now turn to claim (4). Thus we assume that p = 2, and that Xi — X2 = X-
To simplify the notation, we apply, as we may, a twist by x-1 0 det, and thus in 
fact assume that x — I- The short exact sequence (4.3.1) gives rise to a long exact 

sequence 

0 HomG(Ind G 
P 

1 »1,1) Hom<3 (Ind G 
P Q ) l , Ind G 

P 1 I) Home (Ind G 
p 

1 I, St 

Ext^( Ind^ l 'LI) Ext 1 
G 

find P — l,Ind G 
P 1 I) Ext 1 

G 
Ind G 

P 1 l ,S t ) . 
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Since (4.3.1) is non-split, this long exact sequence induces an exact sequence 

(4.3.18) 0 Ext~(Ind G 
P 1 1,1 Ext 1 

G 
find 1 1 l,Ind G 

P 1 I) 

Ext 1 
G 

(Ind 
G 
P 1 l ,St) . 

We claim that the last arrow is surjective; indeed, it is easily checked that the com
posite 

Ext i 
M a Ext i ) Exl 1 (Ind G 

P 1 l.Ind G 
P 1 1) E x t e n d G 

P 1 l ,St) , 

with the first arrow being induced by the functor Indp, coincides with the isomorphism 
of Proposition 4.3.12 (2). Thus not only have we shown that (4.3.18) extends to a short 
exact sequence, but in fact we have provided a splitting, and thus have established 
an isomorphism 

Ext i 
G 

Ind 
G 
p i 1,1) Ext 1 

M 
(I 1,1 I) Ex1¿ (Ind G 

P sd ) l , Ind G 
P 1 I). 

Since Proposition 4.3.13 (2) shows that the first summand is one-dimensional (recall 
that p — 2, so that ê = 1), claim (4) follows. • 

We now consider the case of extensions by Steinberg and by characters. 

4.3.19. Proposition. — Let y, YI, yo : Q« kx be smooth characters. 

1. If Xi 'X2 7e X »X or\e 1 >X£» then Ext^r((x°det) ) St, Ind G 
P Xi X2 vanishes. 

2. J / p ^ 2 , then ExtG1 (y o det' St, Ind G 
P ye 1 Xë) is one-dimensional. 

Proof. — Claim (1) follows directly from a consideration of (4.3.2), together with 
Proposition 4.3.15. Claim (2) follows in a similar manner, since 

Ext i 
G 

fx ° det, Ind G 
P Xt r—1 Xe Ext i 

M 
(x X,X£ Xê-1) 

by Lemma 4.3.3 and (the analogue for P of) Lemma 4.3.7, and the latter Ext space 
vanishes, by Lemma 4.3.10, since x ® X and X^ ® X^-1 are distinct characters of M 
(asp ¿2). • 

Recall that in Subsection 4.2 we defined the action of the Weyl group element w on 
the category of smooth M-representations. Clearly, if X11X2 Qp —> kx are smooth 
characters, then (xi 0 X2)™ = X2 0 Xi- I*1 particular, if x • Qp —> kx is a smooth 
character, then (x 0 x)™ — X ® X> and hence the action of w on M-representations 
induces an involution of Ext1M(x 0 X>X ® x)- We let ExtxM(x ® X>X ® x)™ (resp. 
Ext]^(x 0 X?X ® X)w=~l) denote the fixed space under this involution (resp. the 
anti-fixed space of the involution w). 

4.3.20. Lemma. — 1. The subspace of ExtxM(x 0 X> X ® x)™ °/Ext]^ (x 0 X? X ® x) 
consists of extensions which are trivial when restricted to Mp|SL2(Qp). 

2. The subspace Ext1M(x(^)X^ X®x)™=-1 of ExtxM(x®X> X®x) consists of extensions 
which are trivial when restricted to the centre ZQ of G. 
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Proof. — Under the composition of the isomorphisms 

Ext l (X X,X x) Ex1 JM 1,1à HomCo„t (M,l) 

discussed in Remark 4.3.11, the action of w on the source corresponds to the ̂ -ac
tion (j) i—» Q:m (w(m)) on the target. Also, an element of the source is 
trivial when restricted to MQSL^Qp) (resp. Zq) precisely when the corresponding 
homomorphism 0 is trivial on Mp|SL2(Qp) (resp. Zq). An elementary computation 
shows that this latter condition holds if and only if (fiw = <\> (resp. (j)w = —0), and so 
the lemma follows. • 

We note that Ext1M(x ® X>X ® x)w~ 1 is linearly independent of (resp. coincides 
with) ExtL (x ® X, X 0 x)w when p ^ 2 (resp. p = 2). 

4.3.21. Proposition. Let xi ,y2 : Q 
p 

> kx be smooth characters. 

1. //" Yi ^ Y9, then Ext^fYi o det, Yo O det) vanishes. 
2. / / x i — X2 = X (5a2/)> then restricting to M induces an isomorphism 

Ext i (Y O det, Y o det) Ext M 1 (x x,X xT-

Proof. — Note that Lemma 4.3.9 shows that any extension of xi ° det by %2 ° det is 
trivial on SL2(QP), and so factors through det. Thus the natural map 

Ext (Xl,X2Ì Ext i 
G 

(Xi odet,x2 odet), 

given by pulling back Q* representations along det : G —• Q*, is an isomorphism. 
Now det also induces an isomorphism M/(Mp|SL2(Qp)) —> Q*, and so we see 
that restriction to M induces an isomorphism between Ext^(xi ° det,X2 ° det) and 
the subspace of extensions of E x t ^ x i ® Xi?X2 ® X2) which are trivial when re
stricted to Mp|SL2(Qp). Claim (1) now follows from Lemma 4.3.10 (which shows 
that Extif(xi <g> Xi>X2 ® X2) — 0 when xi / X2), while claim (2) follows from 
Lemma 4.3.20 (1). • 

4.3.22. Proposition. — Let X11X2 ' Q» kx be smooth characters. 

1- IfXi ^ X2, then Ext^((xi o det) St, (X2 o det) Sti vanishes. 

2. I/Xi =X2 X (say), then there are natural isomorphisms 

(4.3.23) Ext M(x Xi X X)w EXTExt 1 
G 

AX 0 det) St, (x o det) St 

and 

(4.3.24) Exl 1 
M (X Xì X X, w= — i Ext 1 

a 
Y O DET. (X o detl St 

Proof. — Claim (1) follows from (4.3.2) and the vanishing result of Proposition 4.3.12. 
To prove claim (2), we again consider the exact sequence (4.3.2) (taking V = (x 0 
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det) <g> St), and place it into the following commutative diagram, as the left-hand 
column: 

0 

Ext^ (y o det) St, (x o det) St 

Ext l 
G 

Ind 
G 
P X X, (x ° det) St Ext l 

M (x x,x x) 

low! 1 
G 

X o det, (x ° det) St Ext l 
d (x x,x sd w=-l 

in which the upper horizontal arrow is given by part (2) of Proposition 4.3.12, the 
lower horizontal arrow will be specified below, and the right-hand vertical arrow is 
defined to make the diagram commute. 

Let us now specify the lower horizontal arrow. There is a P-equivariant isomor
phism 

St tf*m(N,A) sd (X x). 
Evaluation at the identity of N induces an M-equivariant surjection 

«T(JV , fc) d (x >x) X X-
Composing these two, we obtain an M-equivariant surjection 

(X X) St X 'X, 
which induces a map 

(4.3.25) Extp(x o det, (X ° det) St) Ext l 
M (x X? X x] w— — l 

(Note that it does indeed land in Ext1M(\ ® X>X ® x)™=~\ DV Lemma 4.3.20 (2), 
because any P-equivariant extension of x ° det by (x o det) <g> St must have a central 
character, there being no P-equivariant maps from the former representation to the 
latter.) We take the lower horizontal arrow to be the map 

(4.3.26) Ext 1 
p 

y o det, (y o det) St) Ext l 
'M X x,x x) <w= — l 

obtained by composing of (4.3.25) with the restriction map 

(4.3.27) Ext l 
G 

(X ° det, (x o det) St> Extp! X o det, (x o det) St 

The map (4.3.26) was first constructed by Colmez, who proved that it is an isomor
phism [6, Thm. VII.4.19]. We will give another proof of this fact in the course of the 
present argument. 

Corollary A.2.4 of the appendix shows that (4.3.25) is injective. Lemma 4.3.5 
shows that (4.3.27) in also injective. Thus their composite (4.3.26) is again injective. 
A computation shows that (up to a sign) the right-hand vertical arrow in our diagram 
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is given by the formula 0 i—* 0 — </>w. Thus this arrow is surjective. Since the lower 
horizontal arrow is injective, we discover that it is in fact an isomorphism. Thus 
we obtain the isomorphism (4.3.24). Also, restricting the upper horizontal arrow to 
Ext1M(x ® X> X ® x)™> we obtain the isomorphism (4.3.23). • 

4.3.28. Remark. — The isomorphism (4.3.23) has a concrete interpretation. Namely, 
if U is an extension of x ® X by itself, corresponding to an element of Ext]^(x 0 X> X ® x)™> 
then Proposition 4.3.21 shows that £/ extends uniquely to a G-representation. The 
induction Ind^ t / then contains a copy of U as a subrepresentation, and the corre
sponding quotient is an extension V of (x ° det) 0 St by itself. This map U V 
gives rise to the isomorphism (4.3.23) (up to a possible sign). 

4.3.29. Remark. — As was observed above, Ext]^(x 0 XiX ® x)™=_1 *s linearly in
dependent of (resp. coincides with) Ext1M(x ® X>X ® x)™ when p=2 (resp. p = 2). 
Thus if p = 2, then we find that none of the non-trivial extensions of (x ° det) 0 St 
by (x ° det) ® St constructed in the preceding proposition admit a central character, 
while if p = 2, then they all do. 

4.3.30. Proposition. — Let xi,X2 :Qi kx be smooth characters. 

1- U Xi 7̂  X2, une/ furthermore either xi 7̂  X2£ or e/se p 7̂  3, then 
Ext^((xi 0 det) 0 St, X2 0 det) vanishes. 

2. If xi = X2 = X (5a2/)>and i / p ^ 2, £/ien Ext^((x ° det) 0 St,x 0 det) is 
one-dimensional. 

Proof — Both claims follow directly from a consideration of (4.3.2), together with 
Proposition 4.3.13. 

• 

4.3.31. Proposition. — If x ' QXp —* kx is smooth and V is a supersingular absolutely 

irreducible object of Mod^m(/c), then Ext^((x 0 det) 0 St, V) vanishes. 

Proof. — This follows directly from a consideration of (4.3.2), together with the van
ishing result of Proposition 4.3.14 (in the case xi = X2 = x)- O 

4.3.32. Proposition. Let X,Xi>X2 df kx be smooth characters. 

1. If Xi X2^X X, then ExtG(x o det,Indp xi 0 X2) vanishes. 
2. There is a natural isomorphism 

Ext^(Xodet,Indf x X) E x t U x Xi X x). 

Proof. — This follows directly from Lemmas 4.3.3 and 4.3.7 (or rather, the analogue 
of the latter for P). • 

43.33. Proposition. — Let X11X2 ' QXp —• kx be smooth characters, with Xi ^ X2-
If V is a supersingular absolutely irreducible object of Mod^m(k), then the space 

Ext^(V,Ind^xi ® X2) vanishes. 
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Proof. — Let 0 —> Indp xi ® Xi —> E —> V —> 0 be an extension. Applying H*Ordp, 
and taking into account Theorem 4.2.12, we find that 

f^Ordp (E) I F 1 ORDP (Inc G 
P Xi X2j X2£ 1 Xi£> 

and hence, by Proposition 3.6.2, we obtain an isomorphism of Jacquet modules 

NE X2 Xi-

Prom the adjointness between Jacquet modules and induction, we find that there 
exists a map E —> Ind^xi ® X2 extending the identity map from Ind^xi ® X2 to 
itself. Thus E is a split extension, as claimed. • 

4.3.34. Proposition. — Let x : Qp —> kx be a smooth character. If V is a supersingu

lar absolutely irreducible object ofModadm(k), then Ext^(V, x ° det) vanishes. 

Proof. — This is proved in an analogous manner to the preceding proposition. 
Namely, if 0 —• x ° det —• E —> V —• 0 is an extension, then applying if*Ordp, and 
taking into account Theorem 4.2.12 and Proposition 3.6.2, we obtain an isomorphism 
of Jacquet modules EN ^ + x ® X- Thus, from the adjointness between Jacquet mod
ules and induction, we obtain a map E —» Ind^ x ® X that extends the embedding 
X o det Ind^x ® X Thus E is a split extension, as claimed. • 

4.3.35. Remark. — In his paper [6], Colmez constructs a functor from the full sub
category of Modgim(fc) consisting of finitely generated objects to the category of 
continuous GQP-representations on A:-vector spaces. Using this functor, Colmez has 
found another approach to many of the preceding computations, and some of the 
above computations were first made by him. In particular, Claim (3) of the Proposi
tion 4.3.15 (under the additional assumption that xi ^ X2) is originally due to Colmez 
[6, Prop. VII.4.15], as is the isomorphism (4.3.24) [6, §VII.4.3]. In [6, §VII.4.2] Colmez 
gives another proof of (most of) Proposition 4.3.15, and in [6, Prop. 7.5.4], he gives 
alternative proofs of Propositions 4.3.14, 4.3.31, 4.3.33, and 4.3.34. 

In the paper [4], Breuil and Paskunas study the functor of passage to pro-p-Iwahori 
invariants (in the context of representations of GL2CF), for a finite extension F of 
Qp), as well as its first derived functor, and in this way obtain results regarding 
extensions by principal series representations. In particular they recover (most of) 
Proposition 4.3.15 [4, Cor. 8.2, Cor. 8.3], as well as Proposition 4.3.33 [4, Cor. 8.4]. 

Appendix A 

In this appendix we present some technical calculations needed to complete the 
computations of Subsection 4.3. We have placed these calculations in an appendix, 
since they are of a more ad hoc nature than the computations using the functors 
if*Ordp that we have presented in the main body of the text. Throughout the 
appendix, G, P, etc. have the same meanings as in Section 4 (i.e. G = GL2(QP), P 
is the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices, etc.). 
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A . l . — We maintain the notation of the preceding subsection. Our goal now is 
to consider those aspects of the situation when xi — X2£~1 needed to complete the 
proof of part (3) of Proposition 4.3.15. To simplify the notation, we make a twist by 
Xi1 ° det, and assume that in fact Xi — 1 from now on (so that X2 — £)• We also 
assume that p ^ 2. We must prove that the map 

(A.l.l) Ext 2 
M 

(1 e,1 e) Ex1 2 
G find G 

P 
1 £, Ind G 

P 1 R) 

induced by applying Ind-p is not an injection. Here, the Ext spaces are understood 
to be computed in the space of locally admissible representations. 

In fact, we will prove that a specific line in the source lies in the kernel. To 
describe this line, we will have to describe some of the Ext spaces under discussion 
more explicitly. To begin with, note that we have isomorphisms 

(A.1.2] Ext l 
'M 

1 £,1 Ext l 
'A4 (I L I >1) H\M,1 I ) , 

the first being given by twisting, and the second by Proposition 2.2.2, together with 
the fact that Ext]^ between admissible smooth representations is the same whether 
computed in the category Modl^dm(k) or Mod^(fc). 

Now write M' = M/ZQ —> Qp • Since p ^ 2, this group admits the following 
description: 

M 'QZ Fx A, 

where A has order p— 1, T = 1 -f Zp = Zp, and A = pz is the cyclic group generated 
by p. Since A has prime-to-p order, it has no cohomology above degree 0; of course 
i7°(A,l) is one-dimensional. Simple computations in continuous cohomology show 
that # ° ( r , l ) , i f ^ T , ! ) , #°(,4,1), and ^(A^l) are all one-dimensional, and that 
the continuous cohomology of T and A in degrees > 1 vanishes. Each of the tensor 
products # ° (A , 1) ®fc H°(T, 1) <8>fc H°(A,1) and #° (A , 1) 0fc H1^, 1) ®k H°(A,1) is 
thus one-dimensional; let a and (3 respectively denote basis vectors. The Kiinneth 
formula then shows that i/1(M/, 1) is two-dimensional, spanned by a and /5, and that 
H2(M', 1) is one-dimensional, spanned by the Yoneda product (which in this context 
coincides with the cup product) a U /3. Another application of the Kiinneth formula 
(applied to the evident isomorphism M —> ZQ X M') shows that the pull-back maps 
Hl(Mf,l) —> Hl(M,l<g>l) are injective, for all i. We may thus regard a and /3 as 
elements of i/1(M, 101), and hence they give rise to corresponding elements a' and (3' 
of ExtXM (101,101) and a" and ¡3" of Ext ]^( l0s , l 0 e ) , via the isomorphisms (A. 1.2). 

A.1.3. Lemma. — The Yoneda product a" U (3" G Ext^(l 0 e, 1 0 e) is non-zero. 

Proof. — By twisting, it is equivalent to show that Yoneda product a' U (3' G 
Ext^d 0 1,1 0 1) is non-zero. Passing from the category Mod^dm(/c) to the 
category Mod^(A:) induces a corresponding map on Ext2 spaces, which we may 
then compose with the map to H2(M, 1 0 1) given by (2.2.1). Under this composite, 
a' U (3' maps to a U /?, which is non-zero by the Kiinneth formula for continuous 
cohomology. • 
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We will show that the Yoneda product a" U ft' G E x t ^ (1 0 e, 1 0 e), which by the 
preceding lemma is non-zero, has zero image under (A. 1.1). The first step in the ar
gument is to show that it suffices to check the corresponding fact with Ext2 computed 
in the category of locally admissible representations replaced by Ext2 computed in 
the category of smooth representations. To see this, we first note that applying Ind^ 
to the extension classes a! and ft gives rise to extension classes X and Y lying in 
Ext^(Indpr! 0 £, Indprl 0 e), and the image of a' U ft under (A. 1.1) coincides with 
X UY. The following Lemma then shows that the cup product of X and Y vanishes 
when computed in Ext^Ind^ 1 0 e, Ind^ 1 0 e) for the category Mod^adm(A;) if and 
only if it vanishes when computed in E x t ^ I n d ^ l 0 e, I n d ^ l 0 e) for the category 
Modg^fc). 

A.1.4. Lemma. — Let U, V, and W be admissible smooth G-representations over k. 
If we are given extensions 0 —> U —• X —• F —» 0 and 0 -+ V ^> Y —> W ^> 0, then 
the resulting 2-extension 0 —> C/ X ^ Y W —> 0 given by forming the Yoneda 
product of X with Y is trivial in the category ModlQdm(k) if and only if it is trivial 
in the category Modgn(/c). 

Proof. — Let # denote either of the categories ModlQdm(k) or Modgn(fc). As is well-
known, the Yoneda product of X with Y is trivial in the category ^ if and only 
there exists an extension 0 —• X —• Z —» —• 0, in the category ^ , such that 
the extension 0—> V ^> Z' ^> W ^> 0 obtained by pushing forward Z along the 
surjection X —> V is isomorphic (as an extension of W by V) to Y. However, such 
an object Z, being a successive extension of admissible representations, is necessarily 
admissible [10, Prop. 2.2.13]. Thus trivializing the Yoneda product of X with Y in 
is equivalent to trivializing it in the category Moda îm(A;), for either choice of ^ . • 

Prom now on we compute all Ext2 spaces in the appropriate category of smooth 
representations (as opposed to the category of locally admissible representations). As 
already noted, by the preceding lemma, we are reduced to showing that a" U ft' G 
Ext ̂ ( 1 0 £, 1 0 1 ) has vanishing image in Ext^(Ind^ 1 0 £, Ind^ 1 0 e). Our strategy 
for proving this will be to exhibit an explicit element of Ext2^ (1 0 £, 1 0 e) which 
does vanish when mapped to Ext^(Ind^ 1 0£ , Indp-10e), and then to show that this 
element is equal to a non-zero scalar multiple of a" U ft'. 

We begin by writing down the diagram of Fig. 1 (p. 452), whose right-hand col
umn is obtained by applying Homp(-, xi£ ® X2^_1) to (4.2.11) (taking U = 1 0 e), 
and whose horizontal arrows are provided by Lemmas 4.3.3 and 4.3.7. Both squares 
commute (possibly up to a sign). (Of course, all the Ext spaces in this diagram are 
computed in the category of smooth representations.) Note that we have labelled by 
S the boundary map 

S : Ext i p yCSM(IV,A:) (1 e)E e1) Ext .2 
'F (E 1,E !)• 

A. 1.6. Lemma. The space Ext .1 («?M(W, k) ( I e),e I ) is non-zero. 
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(A.1.5) tf*m(N,A) 1,e )1] -ExtUe 1,e 1) 

L/—Indiit/™ 

Ext^(IND^L sd IND§L sd Ext^(IND^L sd D 

ExtM^csm| sdsq (1 qdds 1 

5 

Ext^(£ qsdd D -Extpfë qsd I ) 

Ind G 
P sdd 

Ext 2 
2i 

sqd( Ind i i ë.Indf 1 sd Ext?>(INDF 1 qsdd sd 

FIGURE 1. 

Proof. — A simple descent argument shows that the formation of this space is com
patible with extension of scalars, and thus we may enlarge k if necessary so that we 
can choose smooth characters Xi>X2 • Qp —> kx such that xi ^ X2^-1- Proposi
tion 4.3.15 (2) and its proof then shows that there is an isomorphism 

Ext df 
df 

(Ind 
G 
P Xi X2,Ind G 

P X2S 1 Xie) • HomM(xi X2,Xi X2), 

which, according to the discussion of Remark 3.7.7, is given by mapping an extension 

(A.1.7) 0 Ind G 
P X2£ 1 dsf V Ind Lp Xi X2 0 

to the corresponding boundary map 

6K : Ordp (Ind G 
P Xi Xi) H1 Ordp (Ind G 

P X2S sfsdff 

obtained by applying H'Oidp to (A.1.7). 
As is explained in the proof of Corollary 4.2.10, there is a P-equivariant embedding 

(A.1.8) dsf (N,k) (Xi 'X2) Ind G 
P Xl X2 

and a P-equivariant surjection 

(A.1.9) Ind G 
P X2S 1 Xie •Xie X2S 1. 

If we pull E back along the first of these maps, and then push the resulting extension 
forward along the second, we obtain an extension 

(A.1.10) O^Xi^f X2£ 1 df sdff [N,k] (Xi X2̂  0. 

We may apply i7*Ordp to this short exact sequence to obtain a complex of the 
form (3.3.4). In particular, we obtain a map 

(A.l . l l ) Ordpfefm(AU) (Xi ® X2) frxOrdp(XIE X2S-1). 
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It is shown in the course of the proof of Corollary 4.2.10 that (A. 1.8) induces an 
isomorphism upon applying Ordp, and that (A. 1.9) induces an isomorphism upon 
applying if1 Ordp. It follows from this that the map (A. 1.11) coincides with the map 
Se (after identifying their respective domains and codomains via these isomorphisms). 

Combining the results of the preceding two paragraphs, we find that if E is 
non-trivial, so that Se is non-trivial, then the map (A. 1.11) is non-trivial, and 
hence (A. 1.10) is non-split. Twisting this extension by \ \ l ® X^1^ we obtain a 
non-trivial extension of the form required to establish the lemma. • 

If c G Extp(^m(N, k) ® (1 ® e),s <g) l ) is non-zero, then applying first the third 
horizontal isomorphism in (A. 1.5), and then the automorphism w, to 5(c), we see from 
a consideration of (A. 1.5) (in particular, using the fact that its right-hand column is 
exact) that S(c) gives rise to an element 7 G Ext^ l 0 ! , l 0 ! ) whose image under 
Ind^ vanishes. We will be done once we prove the following result. 

A.1.12. Proposition. The element 7 is a non-zero scalar multiple of a" U /?" in 

Ext 2 
M Cl' e A ë). 

Proof. — If we let d G Extp(e ® 1, ^csm(iV, fc) ® (1 ® e)) be the extension class cor
responding to the short exact sequence (4.2.11) (with U taken to be 1O E) then 
S(c) = ±c U d (we don't concern ourselves with the precise value of the sign), and so 
to prove the lemma, we have to show that C\M U d\M = (C u d)\M is a non-zero scalar 
multiple of a" U ¡3". (Here the subscript "|M" denotes the restriction of a class from 
P to M.) 

We identify N with Qp in the usual fashion, via QP 3 x H> ( J j ) G iV, and we 
identify M' = M/Zn both with AXp and with a subgroup of M via Q„X 3 o H 

(8? ) € M' C M. With these identifications we obtain isomorphisms <^m(N,k) —> 
tf*m(N,A) and M' — Q * acts via the formula 

tf*m(N,A) vtf*m(N,A) 

if a e Qp and x e Qp, where we have written (a) to denote a thought of as an element 
of M' (to avoid any possible confusion with the element a thought of as a scalar). 

As already observed above, M' x Zq M. Since c and d are both trivial when 
restricted to Zcr, so is their Yoneda product. Thus it suffices to verify that (C\Jd)\M' 
is a non-zero scalar multiple of (A" U (3")\MF, and this is what we will do. 

Evaluation at 0 G Qp gives an M'-equivariant short exact sequence 

(A.1.13) 0 tf*m(N,A)vv tf*m(N,A)v 1 0. 

Now (£<8>1)|M' = £, while (I<8>£)|M' = I- Thus c\M* € ExtlM, (e,^CSM(QP, k)). Since 
p ^ 2, the character ë is non-trivial, and thus the long exact sequences of Exts arising 
from the short exact sequence (A.1.13) gives rise to an isomorphism 

(r(Qpx.D,?)wx (r(Qpx.D,?) Ext*,, ( r ( Q p x . D , ? ) -
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We let d G Ext]^/(^csm(Qp , 1), e) denote the element which corresponds to C\M> via 
this isomorphism. Similarly, there is an isomorphism 

tf*m(N,A)tf*m(N,A) tf*m(N,A) tf*m(N,A) tf*m(N,A)vtf*m( 

and we let d! G ExtM, (ë, ̂ csm(Q* , k)) denote the element which corresponds to d\M' 
via this isomorphism. There are equalities d U d! = C\M> U d\M> = (c U d)|M'-

As above, write A = pz C Q* , so that Q* = Z* x A. There is an isomorphism of 

M'-representations ^csm(Q* , k) c-Ind^f <ifsm(Z* , fc), and hence an isomorphism 

ExtL, tf*m(N,A)tf*m(N,A) Ext iv 
v 

(N,A)vtf*m(N,A) 

We let c" G Ext* x (^sm(Z* , fe), denote the element which corresponds to d via this 

isomorphism. If d' is given by the extension 

0 £ E dsff •(zî,fc) df 

then we in fact regard d' as an extension of M'-representations, by having A act 
trivially on all the terms of this extension. The extension class d is then obtained by 
first tensoring E with <$!m(A, k) (regarded as an M'-representation by having Z* act 
trivially) to obtain an extension 

0 Ĉ sm (A,k) sdf tf*m(N,A) >k E tf*m(N,A)vx o, 

and then pushing forward via the map ^m(A) <g>fc e —> e, obtained by tensoring the 
M'-equivariant map I : <gjm (A, k) —> 1 (given by "integrating with respect to Haar 
measure" on the discrete group A) with the character e. 

Now tensoring / with the identity automorphism of ^sm(Zp , k) (the latter being 
regarded as an M'-representation by having A act trivially) similarly induces an 
M'-equivariant map 

J : «fm (Q*,fc) tf*mxc(N,A) 

and we write d" := J*d (the pushforward of d with respect to J ) , an element of 
Ext]^, (^sm(Z* , fc), e). It follows from the description of the relationship between c' 
and c" in the preceding paragraph that d U d! — d' U d". 

The inclusion of the scalar multiples of the character £|Zx in the space of all locally 
constant functions gives an embedding i : £ <̂-> ^sm(r, fc), and Lemma A. 1.14 below 
shows that dl' = i*d'" for some class d'" G Extj^/(e,e) which is non-trivial when 
restricted to A. We then compute that 

d' d" d wccx 
wxcw 

[i c xwcc 

Lemma A.1.20 below shows that i*c" e ExtjW/(e, e) is non-trivial when restricted to 
xcxc (or equivalently, when restricted to T). It follows that indeed (i*df) U d'" is a 
non-zero multiple of ajM, U P"M,, and the proposition is proved. • 

A.1.14. Lemma. — Ifi:e^-> <ifsm(Z*, A:) denotes the inclusion of the scalar multiples 
of the character £ into the space of locally constant functions on Z *, then there exists a 
class d!" G Ext]^//(£, t), whose restriction to A is non-trivial, and such that d" = i*d!". 
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Proof. — To see this, we begin by recalling the construction of d", beginning with 
the class d. which corresponds to the extension 

(A.1.15) 0 ï£m(Qp,*0 Ind p - £ £ ds 0. 

We extend the identification of N with Qp to an identification of P\G with 
P1(Qp) = Qp U {oo}. Any element / of I n d ^ l <g> e has a support in G, which is 
invariant under left translation by P , and so projects to a compact open subset of 
P\G, which as in [10, §4] we again refer to as the support of / . If we write 

sd ^{QP)\{0} tf*m(N,A) P\G, 

and let (Ind^jl®£)(fi) denote the subspace of Indp 1<8>£ consisting of elements whose 
support is contained in fi, then the class d! corresponds to (the restriction to M' of) 
the extension of M-representations 

(A.1.16) 0 tf*m(N,A) (Indf 1 tf*m(N,A) £ 1 0 

induced by (A.1.15). The class d := I*d then corresponds to the extension 

(A.1.17) 0 «*m(Z* fc) sd E 1 0 

obtained by pushing; (A.1.16) forward via the map J : (Or-tf*m(N,A) tf*m(N,A) (zpx,fc) 

given by "integrating along the fibres" (the fibres of the projection vcv A x Z x 

V being cosets of A, and hence discrete). 
Let 

U (Ind G 
P 1 .ê)(n) tf*m(N,A) (Ind G 

P 1 m ) 
denote the subspace consisting of elements which transform under Z£ via the character 

£. This is clearly an M-invariant subspace of ( Ind^l <g> e)(Q). Certainly, the image of 
U K?m(QZ,*0 under J is one-dimensional. Thus there are two possibilities for the 
image V of U under the projection 

(A.1.18) (Ind G 
P 1 tf*m(N,A) F. 

namely: either V is one-dimensional (or equivalently, U is contained in ĉsm(Qp , k)), 
or else V is two-dimensional, and thus gives a subextension 

(A.1.19) 0 F. 1 V £ 1 0 

of (A.1.17). 
Let / denote the characteristic function of Zp, thought of as an element of 

qdsdd (Qp, k) 0 (1 ® e). Then / is an element of Ind-p 1 (8) e, and one easily verifies that 
wf e U (where w = (? o)), and that wf does not lie in ĉsm(Qp ,fc), and hence has 
a non-trivial projection onto ! 0 l . Thus in fact V is two-dimensional, and gives 
rise to the subextension (A.1.19) of (A.1.17). If we let d!" denote the class of this 
subextension, then indeed d" = i*d"'. 

It remains to be shown that d"r is non-trivial when restricted to A. To see this, 
one explicitly computes J((p)(wf) — wf), and checks that the result is non-zero. We 
leave this straightforward computation to the sufficiently interested reader. • 
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A.1.20. Lemma. — If i : e <—> <ifsm(Z*,fc) is as in the statement of Lemma A. 1.14, 
and if e G Ext*x (^csm(Z* p,k e) ¿5 a non-trivial class, then the same is true of i*e. 

Proof. — Recall that Z* = A x T, where A has order prime to p. We may thus verify 
the assertion of the lemma after passing to e-eigenspaces for the action of A in all the 
representations and extensions considered, and so reduce to checking the analogous 
statement for j*e, where e G Extr(<^csm(r, fc), 1) is non-trivial, and j : 1 ̂  <^sm(r, k). 
We do this by passing to fc-duals, under which admissible smooth T-representations 
become finitely generated modules for the completed group ring fc[[r]]. 

We must then verify that if e' G Ext^rjj (1, fc[[r]]) is non-trivial, and if 7r : fc[[r]] —• 1 
is the canonical surjection given by taking the quotient by the augmentation ideal, 
then the pushforward ir*ef is again non-trivial. This is easily verified by the reader, 
using the well-known isomorphism k[[T]] ^> k[[t]] (whose target is a power series ring 
in one variable). • 

A.2. — Our goal in this subsection is to prove that the map (4.3.25) is injective. 
We begin by recalling that P = MN acts on ?̂m(AT, k) via the formula 

{mnf)(n') / ( ra n m n ) , 

for ra G M, n ,n ' G AT, and / G ^csm(iV, k). The same formula defines an action of P 
on the space <̂ 7Sm(A/', k) of all smooth (i.e. locally constant) k-valued functions on N. 
The P-action on this space is not smooth, and we denote by ^m(AT, k) the subspace 
of P-smooth vectors in ^sm(A/", k). (The subscript u is for uniform; a function is 
P-smooth if and only if it is iV-smooth, and so the elements of ^m(AT, k) are precisely 
the uniformly locally constant functions on TV.) Evaluation at the identity of AT gives 
a T-equivariant map 

qsd {N,k) 1, 
which by Probenius reciprocity induces an isomorphism 

(A.2.1) tf*m(N,A) Ind P 
M 1. 

By construction the embedding tf*m(N,k) C tf*m(N,k) is P-equivariant. Thus if 
tf*m(N,A) A: is a smooth character, then we obtain a long exact sequence 

0 Homp (ip tf*m(N,A)tf*m(N,A) • H o m p ^ tf*m(N,A)tf*m(N,A) 

Homp(t/> >rl>-\'tfr(N,k) tf*m(N,A) Extp(^ q s d s î é - \ t f r ( N , k ) 

Ext p(ip tf*m(N,A)tf*m(N,A) 

(Here and below, all Ext spaces are computed in the category of smooth representa
tions.) Clearly Homp (Y^® ^^(AT, fc)) must vanish, while Frobenius reciprocity 
together with the isomorphism (A.2.1) yields isomorphisms 

and 

Hompf^ tf*m(N,A)tf*m(N,A) Hoiiim yip tf*m(N,A) 

Extp(V> tf*m(N,A)tf*m(N,A)v ExtLító tf*m(N,A) 
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(The latter isomorphism is proved in a manner identical to Lemma 4.3.3.) Finally, 
Lemma 4.3.4 yields an isomorphism 

Homp (</>< tl>-\<éZm(N,k) <éZm(<éZm(N, Horn M yip >-\<évcxvvcvZm(N, * r ( t f , fc ) ) . 

Thus we may rewrite the above long-exact sequence as 

(A.2.2) 0 » Horn M (4 >éZm(N, • HoniM I <éZm(N, qsN,k)t <éZm(N, 

>-\<éZm(N, <éZm(N, (Nqs,k) E x t ^ ( ^ vcgsv 

A.2.3. Proposition. — HOTCLM (4> ® ip 1>'&%m(N> k)/^m(N, k)) is one-dimensional. 

Proof. — We identify N with Qp, and so identify ^m(N,k) with ^ra(Qp,fc). We 
similarly identify Q* with a subgroup of M, and observe that since both ip <g> tp~x 
and c6Zm{QP,k) are acted on trivially by Z, restricting from M-representations to 

sdsd -representations induces an isomorphism 

HoniM <éZm(N,<éZm(N, tfr(N,k) Hom0x ( ^ , C W * ) <éZm(N, 

If a G QXP and / G ^m(Qp,fc) then we will write (a)f to denote the action of a 
on / . (This should prevent any possible confusion with the element a thought of as a 
scalar.) Explicitly, the action of Q* on ^m(Qp, k) is given by the formula 

<éZm(N, f(a-lx) 

for a <éZm(N, Q„, and / G <£T <éZm(N, 

If / € « r (Qxp) ,<éZm(N, then corresponding to the decomposition 

v vc 
oo 

71=1 

<éZm(N, 

we may write / = /0 +v <éZm(N,<éN, where fi is a smooth function supported on Z* , 
so that (p~l)fi is supported on p~*Z*. Since / is uniformly smooth, there is an r > 0 
such that every fa is constant on the cosets of 1 + prZp in Z*. 

Suppose that / mod ^csm(Qp, k) transforms via the character with respect to the 
action of Qp . Let {a,j} denote a set of coset representatives for 1 + prZp in Z*. By 
assumption (a?)/ — ip(a>j)f is compactly supported. We compute that 

<éZm(N,<qsdéZ, (a>j)fo Haj)fo 
oo 

i=l 

<éZm(Nm(N, V>K)/i 

Thus for each j , if i is sufficiently large, we find that (dj)fa = ip(a,j)fa. Since the 
number of cij is finite, we may choose io so that if i > IQ then (a?)/* = tj)(aj)fa for 
all j . Since fa is constant on 1 +prZp cosets, we see that then in fact (a) fa = i/;(a)fa 
for all a £ Z*, and thus that fa = Q^j^x> for some scalar Q G A;, if i > i0. Thus we 

may write / = E t o i P ' V i ) i j + Ei>i0 ^ ( P " * ) ^ • 
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By assumption we also have that (p)f — ip(p)f is compactly supported. Since 

(p)f • HoniM (V 

(P>/o 
i0 — l 

i=0 

• HoniM (V ^(pKp-')fi] *P(p)(p-i0)fi0 Cto + l(P *°>V>|Zpx 

i>i0 
(c*+l 1p(p)CI)(P l)i xcc 

we find that ĉ +i — ip(p)ci = 0 for sufficiently large i, and hence, enlarging ¿0 if 
necessary, we may write 

wx 
wx 

wx 
{p-')fi + c 

i>io 
MpYip-')^ -1 wx 

io 

i=0 

• HoniM (V 
I>IA 

c -1 
• HoniM (V 

for some c G k. Thus we see that, away from a compact subset Qp, the function 
/ coincides with a scalar multiple of xp~x. On the other hand, any function / with 
this property certainly lies in ^m(Qp,A;), and / mod ^csm(Qp, k) transforms via ip 
with respect to the action of Q*. The space of ^csm(Qp, /c)-cosets of such / is clearly 
one-dimensional, and so the proposition follows. • 

A.2.4. Corollary. — The map (4.3.25) is injective. 

Proof. — Take ip to be trivial. The map (4.3.25) is then given by the final arrow in 
the exact sequence (A.2.2). Clearly HoniM(I <8> I , I <S> 1) is one-dimensional. It thus 
follows from Proposition A.2.3 that the second arrow of (A.2.2) is an isomorphism. 
Thus the final arrow is an embedding, as claimed. • 

A.2.5. Remark. — If tp is nonTtrivial, then it follows from a Proposition A.2.3 and a 
consideration of (A.2.2) that Extp(^ (g> tp-1, ̂ m(N, k)) is one-dimensional. A non-
trivial such extension may obtained from the restriction to P of Ind^ 1 by applying 
a twist by 1 0 ip~1. 
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